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vAbstract
In this monograph we develop a mathematical theory for a concurrent lan	
guage based on angelic and demonic nondeterminism An underlying model
is dened with sets of sets of sequences of synchronization actions A re	
nement relation is dened for the model and equivalence classes under this
relation are identied with processes Processes together with the renement
relation form a complete distributive lattice
We dene a language with parallel composition sequential composition
angelic and demonic nondeterminism and an operator that connects pairs
of synchronization actions into synchronization statements and hides these
actions from observation Also angelic and demonic iteration are dened
All operators are monotonic with respect to the renement ordering Many
algebraic properties are proven from these denitions We study duals of pro	
cesses and prove that they can be related to the most demonic environment
in which a process will not deadlock We give a simple example to illustrate
the use of duals
We study classes of programs for which angelic choice can be implemented
by probing the environment for its next action To this end specications of
processes are extended with simple conditions on the environment We give
a more elaborate example to illustrate the use of these conditions and the
compositionality of the method
Finally we brie
y introduce an operational model that describes imple	
mentable processes only This model mentions probes explicitly Such a
model may form a basis for a language that is less restrictive than ours but
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This monograph is concerned with giving a precise meaning or semantics
for a class of concurrent programs Without a semantics one cannot reason
that a program meets a specication hence a programming language without
a semantics is useless Of course all programming languages assign meaning
to programs written in them but the degree of formality diers vastly from
one notation to another In the worst case the denition is the meaning
of a program written in this language is the result you get by running the
compiled program on this machine Such a specication although precise
is next to useless and a programmer who has to rely on it cannot but produce
soft	ware
In the best case the semantics is made mathematically precise One way
to do this is to identify a program with mathematical formulas and to relate
the formulas in a convincing way to the operation of a machine Similarly
in the best case a specication is given with mathematical precision or as
a mathematical formula and a set of rules is given for verifying whether
a program meets a specication or not Modulo the relation between the
operation of the machine and the formula which should be simple enough
to convince one can then prove that a program meets its specication
Once such a semantics and a set of rules is given for a language a no	
tion of renement follows immediately One program renes another if it
meets every specication the other program meets The programming lan	
guage can be chosen to be large enough so that specications are programs
as well To be useful as a specication language the language has to be a
real extension of the language used to describe executable programs ie the
language has to contain statements that do not admit direct implementa	
tion Given such a language we can state the job of the programmer thus
transform the specication statement through a series of renements into a
program that admits an implementation We can supply the programmer
with example transformations that are meant to capture frequently occur	
ring programming problems together with a parameterized proof If we have
a set of transformations that is complete we can use programs tools that
assist the programmer in constructing programs by automatically carrying
out the correct transformations the programmer selects If the term were
not already in use hard	ware ie solid	ware would have been a good
word to describe programs constructed in this fashion We believe that pa	
rameterized proofs are the basic concept that underlies almost all teaching
in computer science It forms the formal basis of the notion of archetypes
templates  and was our goal in 
If our programs are formulas and if the rules for correctness are needed
only to dene the renement relation a good way of going about it is to
dene the renement relation directly This is what we do in this monograph
We dene concurrent communicating processes through their communication
behaviors and we dene a renement relation Everything else follows
  Goal
This monograph contains an attempt to do for a class of concurrent programs
what the predicate	transformer semantics   has done for sequential pro	
grams Originally  sequential programs were identied with functions
from predicates postconditions to predicates weakest preconditions that
satisfy the certain healthiness conditions that were meant to guarantee
that these functions called predicate transformers correspond to imple	
mentable programs Since then it has been observed    that there
are good reasons for replacing the healthiness conditions with a single con	
dition monotonicity Not all monotonic predicate transformers correspond
to executable programs but including them all makes it possible to unify
partial programs  specications  and executable programs  in one
framework Furthermore the xed	point theorem used to dene iteration
turns out to rely on monotonicity alone 
Monotonic predicate transformers with the ordering relation dened
pointwise from the implication ordering on predicates form a partial order
This ordering relation is the basis of the renement calculus    that al	
lows programmers to transform specications into programs Because of the
rmmathematical foundation of the renement calculus program	renement
calculations can be mechanically veried and hence it is possible to obtain
programs that not only provably meet their specication but for which the
possibility of error in the proof has been all but eliminated In recent years
remarkable progress in the area of proof verication systems    sug	
gests that this is likely to aect programming not only in principle but also
in practice
The second area of progress is more technical and stems from the fact
that monotonic predicate transformers with the renement ordering form a
complete lattice  The xed points of a monotonic function on a com	
plete lattice form a complete lattice themselves which implies that there is
a unique least and largest xed point This makes it particularly easy to
dene iteration or recursion for semantics where the underlying model is a
lattice a denition as a least xed point of a recursive equation is guaranteed
to dene the construct properly and uniquely Since all interesting program	
ming languages contain iteration recursion or both it is important to be
able to extend models to include such constructs
Having seen the successes of the lattice	theoretical approach to sequen	
tial programming we try to identify a lattice structure that can capture the
meaning of concurrent programs An important class of concurrent programs
consists of programs whose semantics is determined by their communication
behaviors  In this monograph we construct a semantics starting with
a model and a renement relation The renement relation is inspired by
reformulating and extending the partial order for sequential programs We
choose a model that describes processes with undirected point	to	point com	
munication The model with the renement relation forms a complete lattice
By examining operators on the model we dene the language synchronizing
processes The algebraic properties of synchronizing processes bear a strong
resemblance to those of theoretical CSP TCSP   but because we
start with renement the model is very dierent
We motivate our interest in processes with synchronizing communication
as follows Even though communication channels with bounded slack 
does not seem to be the abstraction used in most high	level programming
languages it remains the abstraction of choice for the specication of con	
current programs that are to be implemented in hardware The reason is
that slack in channels requires buers and consumes chip area Since chip
area is a resource that needs to be managed the language needs to address it
Methods exist      for translating CSP	like specications into
self	timed  asynchronous data	driven VLSI circuits based on either
CSP  or UNITY  We are concerned with transformations between
CSP	like programs and between specications and CSP	like programs
  Renement relation
To establish the link between sequential and concurrent programs we rst
study a model for sequential programs that concentrates on input	output
behavior In the predicate transformer model interaction with the environ	
ment is limited to initial and nal states and hence we characterize sequential
programs by sequences of length two Identifying a program with a set of
such sequences amounts to identifying programs with relations on the state
space   As explained in Chapter  such a model suces to describe
programs with either angelic or demonic nondeterminism but not both We
extend the model to sets of sets of pairs and we show how this model corre	
sponds to monotonic predicate transformers We reformulate the renement
relation for this model
In later chapters this renement relation is extended to sequences of
length greater than two This however is not the only dierence between
sequential and concurrent programs We also need to reexamine angelic and
demonic nondeterminism Demonic nondeterminism indicates that the ex	
ecution mechanism is free to choose any of the alternatives No fairness is
assumed Demonic nondeterminism remains unchanged in the context of
concurrent programs Angelic nondeterminism is the dual of demonic nonde	
terminism it species that the choice will be made to accommodate demonic
nondeterminism in the environment We maintain this interpretation for con	
current programs but there is an important new aspect In the case of se	
quential programs nontrivial angelic choice cannot be implemented Because
there is no interaction with the environment during execution of a sequen	
tial program the execution mechanism has no way of telling what choice
the environment expects In the case of synchronizing processes however
some programs involving angelic choice can be implemented The reason is
that synchronization actions involve the environment and hence the choice
can sometimes be made by probing   the environment for its next ac	
tion We give a mathematical characterization of a class of implementable
programs and study their composition In Section  the mathematical
characterization is related to operational considerations
  Model
As explained in the previous section the model for synchronizing processes
is sets of sets of sequences of undirected actions Because we want to be able
to treat parallel composition and synchronization separately and because we
want to combine synchronization and hiding we choose a step	trace seman	
tics   rather than a purely interleaving semantics A semantics that
allows synchronization within a process  diers from the more standard
models in that parallel composition is no longer equivalent to a choice among
interleavings This then is another point where the work in this monograph
diers from work with similar goals in the context of CCS  CSP 
or process algebras such as ACP  Because we choose to concentrate on
processes with point	to	point communication only a step is either a single
communication action one half of a synchronization or port action or a
pair of such actions a synchronization action We show that even though
this approach complicates the model in comparison to an interleaving seman	
tics the algebra remains simple
We dene a simple programming language based on this model The
basic process is a port action Processes may be composed into bigger ones
by angelic or demonic composition by sequential composition and by parallel
composition for processes with disjoint alphabets of port actions We also
dene angelic and demonic iteration The nal ingredient of the language is
a connect operator that synchronizes pairs of ports and then hides the
ports from observation
The choice of model and language is motivated by very operational con	
siderations stemming from experience with designing circuits Parallel com	
position corresponds to putting two circuits into one box and should there	
fore be an algebraically trivial operation nothing really happens If two
channels corresponding to a pair of wires are connected and if only point	
to	point connections are used connection synchronizes the circuits and hides
the connected channels from the environment
The language is simple enough to allow rigorous mathematical treatment
yet large enough so that interesting programming and system	design prob	
lems can be formulated in it After we have introduced the complete language
in Chapter  we discuss some examples a data	driven adder and a pipelined
memory
Languages such as CSP  contain a choice construct that is neither
angelic nor demonic We show that this construct is essential to describe a
nondeterministic merge process or in circuit design terminology an arbiter
The last example in Chapter  which discusses mutual exclusion contains
such a merge and therefore we cannot reason about it in our model In
Chapter  we therefore introduce a dierent operational model one that can
also be used to describe the arbiter
  Organization of this monograph
Chapter  discusses a model for generalized sequential programs and the
corresponding renement ordering Chapter  introduces the step	trace se	
mantics that forms the basis of our model for concurrent programs We also
discuss a class of implementable processes Chapter  introduces demonic
nondeterminism and a renement ordering that is an extension of the or	
dering in Chapter  We discuss operational considerations and give some
programming examples In Chapter  we brie
y introduce an operational
model that describes a larger class of processes
Chapter  contains conclusions and a discussion of possible extensions of
this work
We haven chosen to give proofs of all theorems in this thesis but to do
so in appendices We feel that even though the proofs are important and
reading them or even better redoing them will lead to greater understanding
the sheer number of them would render the thesis nearly unreadable When





In this chapter we give an operational semantics for sequential programs
based on their input	output behaviors Because we want to relate our se	
mantics to the weakest	precondition semantics of statements which does not
mention intermediate states we dene our semantics in terms of initial and
nal states only A second reason for not trying to extend the semantics to
intermediate states as is done in   is that as a long term goal we are
interested in semantics of CSP	like languages State in such languages is not
shared between processes hence intermediate states are not observable
The inspiration for our semantics is the operational interpretation of a
sequential program as a game of angel versus demon described in  The
work may be seen as an extension of relational program semantics  
to programs with angelic as well as demonic nondeterminism We do not
attempt to develop a calculus the goal of this chapter is merely to introduce
a model and renement relation similar to the model and renement relation
used in later chapters for concurrent programs
We show the correspondence between the semantics dened here and
the predicate	transformer semantics  We also show how the renement
relation dened in this chapter corresponds to renement in the predicate	
transformer calculus
 Demonic relations
Before we attempt to dene a model in terms of pairs of states for arbitrary
sequential programs we examine two semantics that dene programs as a
set of states ie a relation If for a given initial state the relation contains
only one state pair with that state as its rst component the operational
interpretation seems clear Executing the program from such an initial state
terminates in the state that is the second component of the pair If however
there is more than one pair with the same initial state we face a choice in
our interpretation If we want to model programs we can implement it
makes sense to dene the execution mechanism as terminating in any one of
the states that appear as the second components of the pairs with the same
initial states
This then leads to the following formula for the weakest precondition for
relation R and postcondition q The predicate is dened in terms of its
characteristic set
wp R q  fx  x 	  
 y  hx  yi 	 R  q y  xg 
Unless indicated otherwise we use lower case letters x  y z to denote
variables of type  that is states We use lower case letters p q to denote
variables of type P that is predicates We use lower case letters r  s t  u
to denote variables of type    that is pairs We use upper case letters
R S  T  U to denote variables of type P   that is sets of pairs of
states
The problem with this denition of wp is that nonterminating programs
cannot be represented The empty relation does not correspond to abort
but to magic as the following calculation shows
wp  q
 f Denition wp g
fx  x 	  
 y  hx  yi 	   q y  xg
 f Empty range g
fx  x 	   xg
 f Predicates range over  g
true
In  the problem is solved by adding a special state innity that
indicates nontermination If we require that postcondition q never contains
the innity state and if we also require that if the rst component of a pair is
innity the second is innity as well we do not have to modify our formula
for the weakest precondition Here we have made a dierent choice than 
where wp is dened for postconditions that may include the innity state
In Figure  we have represented some familiar statements assuming a
state space of size two labeled  and  An edge between initial and nal
































































Figure  Demonic relations
The operational interpretation of these statements is as follows Execu	
tion of skip corresponds to do nothing It terminates in the state in which
it is started Execution of abort never terminates independent of the state
in which it is started Execution ofmagic terminates magically any desired
property holds upon termination Executing chaos terminates but the nal
state is arbitrary Executing havoc may or may not terminate and if it
terminates the nal state is arbitrary
We now dene the constant statements hinted at in Figure  and the
assignment statement  is the set of states 

   fg
 skip  fx  x 	 

 hx  x ig
 abort  fx  x 	 

 hx ig
 magic  fhig
 chaos  fx  y  x  y 	   hx  yig  fhig




 v  e  fx  x 	   hx  x v  eig  fhig
We may think of the state as a vector of the values of the variables
x v  e denotes the vector x with the values of components v replaced by
e
We leave the proofs that these denitions correspond to the usual deni	
tions as predicate transformers to the reader Very similar proofs are carried
out in detail in Section  of this chapter The model and the relational
calculus are studied in detail in 
 Angelic relations
An alternative interpretation of a relation is to consider pairs with the same
initial state to model angelic choice This leads to the following denition of
the wp
wp R q  fx  x 	  
 y  hx  yi 	 R  q y  xg 
The problem with this denition is that we cannot model miraculous
termination The statement magic terminates satisfying the postcondi	
tion from any initial state even if there is no nal state that satises the
postcondition ie wp magic false  true whereas in the formula above
wp R false  false We solve the problem by extending the state space with
a special happy state that indicates miraculous termination We could
maintain our denition of the wp and require that any postcondition include
the happy state but we prefer to let predicates range over the normal state
space and rewrite wp as follows
wp R q  fx  x 	  
 y  hx  yi 	 R  y  z  q y  xg 
With this denition we obtain a model for a language with angelic choice
only much like one of the languages studied in  As healthyness conditions
we require that all relations contain the pair hz zi and that if the initial state
of a pair is the happy state the nal state is also the happy state Predicates
range over  

now indicates   fzg In Figure  we represent some

































































Figure  Angelic relations
interpretation of the two new statements is as follows Executing pick ter	
minates in any desired state Executing tmagic terminates miraculously or
in any desired state We dene the constant statements from Figure  and
the assignment statement as follows
 skip  fx  x 	 

 hx  x ig
 abort  fhz zig
 magic  fx  x 	 

 hx  zig
 pick  fx  y  x  y 	   hx  yig  fhz zig
 tmagic  fx  y  x  y 	   hx  yig  fx  x 	 

hx  zig
 v  e  fx  x 	   hx  x v  eig  fhz zig
We defer further study of this model until the next section where an
extension of the model is dened
 Angelic and demonic nondeterminism
We have seen how a relational model can describe statements with either
demonic or angelic nondeterminism but not both In this section we present
a model that can describe statements with both kinds of nondeterminism
Though we do not attempt to give a full calculus or include iteration here
we do study this model in some detail
We dene a program to be a set of sets of pairs of states A set of pairs of
states can be thought of to represent a program possibly angelic as in the
previous section The set of such sets models demonic nondeterminism

This leads us to dene a function wp as follows
wp S q  
fx  x 	 
S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S 
 s ini  x  q s n  s n  z  xg
r  ini is the rst component of the pair r  and r  n the second We use






Of course we could have chosen to extend the model from Section  in	
stead and obtained equivalent results The choice was made by looking
ahead to upcoming chapters In standard trace theory a component with a
larger traceset is considered to implement one with a smaller This model
corresponds to the approach taken in Section 
We require the following healthiness conditions of all programs S
 S  
 S  S 	 S  hz zi 	 S 
 S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S  s ini  z  s n  z
We dene some constants
 magic  ffx  x 	 

 hx  zigg
 tmagic  ffx  y  x  y 	   hx  yig  fx  x 	 

 hx  zigg
 abort  ffhz zigg
 havoc  fy  y 	   fx  x 	   hx  yig  fhz zigg  ffz zgg
 pick  ffx  y  x  y 	   hx  yig  fhz zigg
 chaos  fy  y 	   fx  x 	   hx  yig  fhz zigg
 skip  ffx  x 	 

 hx  x igg
The assignment statement is dened as follows
 v  e  ffx  x 	   hx  x v  eig  fhz zigg

We show that these constructs have the wps that we expect
wp magic q
 f Denition magicwp g
fz  z 	  
 S  S 	 ffx  x 	 

 hx  zigg 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  

s  s 	 fx  x 	 

 hx  zig 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
true
wp tmagic q
 f Denition tmagicwp g
fz  z 	  

S  S 	 ffx  y  x  y 	   hx  yig  fx  x 	 

 hx  zigg 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  

s  s 	 fx  y  x  y 	   hx  yig  fx  x 	 

 hx  zig 
 s ini  z 
q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
true
We see that magic and tmagic specify the same predicate transformer
This can be understood as follows The predicate	transformer semantics is
concerned only with guaranteed behavior not with possible behavior The
best choice for the program with regard to its predicate	transformer prop	
erties is to always terminate magically if possible
The following calculation shows that also abort and havoc specify the
same predicate transformer
wp abort q
 f Denition abortwp g

fz  z 	  
 S  S 	 ffhz zigg 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  
 s  s 	 fhz zig 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  
 z  z  zg
 f z 	  g
false
wp havoc q
 f Denition havocwp g
fz  z 	  

S  S 	 fy  y 	   fx  x 	   hx  yig  fhz zigg
ffz zgg 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  
 s  s 	 fhz zig 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  
 z  z  zg
 f z 	  g
false
Once again the dierence may be understood in terms of guaranteed
behavior In the case of havoc the program may or may not terminate from
any initial state But since the demon may always make the worst choice
termination cannot be guaranteed
wp pick q
 f Denition pickwp g
fz  z 	  
 S  S 	 ffx  y  x  y 	   hx  yig  fhz zigg 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  
 s  s 	 fx  y  x  y 	   hx  yig  fhz zig


 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  




 f Denition chaoswp g
fz  z 	  
 S  S 	 fx  fy  hy x ig  fhz zigg 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  
 x  s  s 	 fy  hy x ig  fhz zig 
 s ini  z 
q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  




 f Denition skipwp g
fz  z 	  
 S  S 	 ffx  x 	 

 hx  x igg 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  

s  s 	 fx  x 	 

 hx  x ig 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  





 f Denition vewp g
fz  z 	  
 S  S 	 ffx  hx  x v  eig  fhz zigg 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  x  q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  
 s  s 	 fx  hx  x v  eig  fhz zig 
 s ini  z 
q s n  s n  z  zg
 f Calculus g
fz  z 	  
 z v  e 	 q  z  z  zg
 f g
qv  e
We dene the program constructors 
    and  as follows
 S
V
T  S  T
 S
W
T  fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  Tg
 S  T 
V
S  S 	 S 
W
s  s 	 S 
V
T  T 	 T 
W
t  t 	 T 
 s n  t  ini  ffhs ini  t  nigg
where  over an empty set of statements is dened to be abort







S  S 	 S  T  s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S 
 s ini  x  q s n  s n  z 

T  T 	 T  t  t 	 T 
 t  ini  x  q t  n  t  n  z










S  S 	 fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  Tg 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z
 f Calculus g
S T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T 
s  s 	 S  T 
 s ini  x  q s n  s n  z
 f Calculus g
S T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T 
s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z 
t  t 	 T 
 t  ini  z  q t  n  t  n  z
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z  q s n  s n  z 
T  T 	 T  t  t 	 T 
 t  ini  z  q t  n  s n  z
 f Denition wp g
wp S q z  wp T  q z
wp S  T  q z
 f Denition  g
wp 
V
S  S 	 S 
W
s  s 	 S 
V
T  T 	 T 
W
t  t 	 T 
 s n  t  ini  ffhs ini  t  nigg q z
 f Previous two properties calculus g
S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S 
T  T 	 T  t  t 	 T 
 s n  t  ini  wp ffhs ini  t  nigg q z 
 f Denition wp g
S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S  T  T 	 T 
t  t 	 T 
 s n  t  ini  s ini  z 
 q t  n  t  n  z
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S 
 s ini  z 
T  T 	 T  t  t 	 T 
 s n  t  ini  q t  n  t  n  z




We dene a renement relation w between sets of sets of traces corresponding
to the following informal notion S w T pronounced S renes T  if for
every demonic choice for S T could have made a demonic choice that is
no better The following calculation shows that this denition of renement
corresponds to the usual denition in terms of wps For a set of pairs S we
dene
S  ini  fx  y  hx  yi 	 S   xg and
S  x  fy  s  s 	 S  s  hx  yi  yg
 is pronounced after
S w T
 f Denition w g
x  x 	 

 S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  x  T  x 
 f Healthyness S  S  S 	 S  hz zi 	 S  s ini  z  s n  z g
x  x 	   S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  x  T  x 
 f Negate g
x  S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  T  x   S  x 
 f Calculus g
x  S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  T  x   S  x   
 f Calculus g
x  q  q 	 P

 
S  S 	 S  S  x  q 
 T  T 	 T  T  x  q  
 f By mutual implication g
x  q  q 	 P

 
S  S 	 S  S  x  q 
 T  T 	 T  T  x  q  
 f Negate g
x  q  q 	 P

 
S  S 	 S  S  x  q  T  T 	 T  T  x  q  
 f Calculus g
x  q  q 	 P

 
S  S 	 S  S  x  q   T  T 	 T  T  x  q  
 f Calculus g

q  q 	 P

  x  S  S 	 S  y  t 	 q  hx  yi 	 S 
 T  T 	 T  y  y 	 q  hx  yi 	 T 
 f Calculus g
q  fx  S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S  s ini  x 
 q s n  xg
 fx  T  T 	 T  t  t 	 T  t  ini  x 
 q t  n  xg
 f Cases q  z  q z g




fx  S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S  s ini  x 
 q s n  xg
 fx  T  T 	 T  t  t 	 T  t  ini  x 
 q t  n  xg 





fx  S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S  s ini  x 
 q s n  xg
 fx  T  T 	 T  t  t 	 T  t  ini  x 
 q t  n  xg
 f Calculus g
q  q 	 P 
fx  S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S  s ini  x 
 q s n  s n  z  xg
 fx  T  T 	 T  t  t 	 T  t  ini  x 
 q t  n  t  n  z  xg

 q  q 	 P 
fx  S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S  s ini  x 
 q s n  xg
 fx  T  T 	 T  t  t 	 T  t  ini  x 
 q t  n  xg
 f Omit second conjunct denition wp g
q  wp S q  wp T  q




We see that the renement ordering we have introduced is consistent with
wp renement S w T   S w
wp
T  but we do not have equivalence
The reason is the same as the reason why abort and havoc and also magic
and tmagic cannot be distinguished by their wps
 Summary
In this chapter we have studied a model for sequential programs based on
angelic and demonic choice We have dened a renement relation and shown
that it is consistent with the renement relation on programs dened by their

weakest preconditions Because the purpose of this chapter was merely to
introduce a model of sets of sets of things and familiarize the reader with
the interpretation in terms of angelic and demonic choice we stop here
There are a number of issues however that we have not dealt with Perhaps
the most important one is that the renement relation dened here is not
antisymmetric The same problem arises in Chapter  There we dene an




A variant of trace theory
  Introduction
In this chapter we develop a version of trace theory  that allows both
atomic symbols and pair symbols to occur in a trace Taking sets of such
traces as a denotation for processes makes it possible to distinguish between
parallel composition and arbitrary interleaving As an example consider
in some CSP	like notation process akb c to which we give denotation
fabc bac a bcg and process a bb a c with denotation fabc bacg
Precise denitions are given in Section  The two processes can be distin	
guished by synchronizing the a and b actions within the processes Because
we are interested in the synchronization aspect of point	to	point communica	
tion we will assume synchronization is only allowed between pairs of actions
We shall combine such synchronization with hiding the actions involved
in the denition of a connect operator Sometimes we will refer to actions
as ports and to pairs of actions as channels
With the restriction to pairwise synchronization one would expect the
rst process to correspond to the process c after a and b are synchronized
whereas the second process would deadlock Trace theory  and CSP 
CCS  and ACP  deal with hiding rather than connection and com	
bine parallel composition and synchronization This simplies their mod	
els but disallows the introduction of our connect operator or other self	
synchronization operators  We feel that connecting two ports of one
process in particular when one thinks of processes as circuits is a reason	

able thing to do and hence we believe the model is worth studying While
this model captures some of the true concurrency aspects of models such as
Petri nets  it retains the calculational advantages of trace theory As
an added benet it turns out that in the model with pairs processes can
be identied with a trace set rather than a trace structure trace set plus
alphabet
This chapter is organized as follows After studying some of the properties
of projection operators in Section  we construct a calculus of processes in
Section  by dening a number of operators and studying their properties
Because the theory is entirely denitional the resulting calculus for processes
is guaranteed to be consistent Even though the introduction of pairs in the
traces makes the proofs of the algebraic properties more cumbersome the
calculus itself is simple Proofs of all theorems can be found in Appendix
A for section  and Appendix B for Section  Several of the results and
proofs follow those in   but signicant dierences arise as a result of the
inclusion of pairs in the alphabets
Properties of the operators suggest an interpretation as a concurrent pro	
gramming language with the synchronization statement as its basic element
In Section  we give an example proof for a simple synchronization algorithm
in this language In Section  and Appendix C we identify two subclasses
of programs with interesting properties
 Symbols and traces
A setAtoms of uninterpreted symbols is postulated The setPairs is dened
as fa b  a b 	 Atoms  fa bgg and is assumed to be disjoint from the set
of atoms The set Symbols is dened as Atoms  Pairs Elements of
Atoms will usually be denoted by lower case letters from the beginning of
the alphabet Element of Pairs will usually be denoted as a dotted pair of
atoms eg a b  Elements of Symbols will usually be denoted by lower
case letters near the end of the alphabet Sets of symbols other than the set
Symbols will usually be denoted by upper case letters near the end of the
alphabet
A trace is a nite sequence of symbols Traces will usually be denoted by
the letters r  s or t  The empty trace is denoted by  Traces is the set of
all traces Other sets of traces will usually be denoted by the letters RS 

or T  Concatenation of traces and of symbols into traces is denoted by
juxtaposition The pair constructor   has the highest precedence so ab c 
ab c It is a symmetric operator hence b c and c b are the same symbol
The symbols of trace t  written t is the set of symbols that occur in
the trace Formally
   
xt  fxg  t for all t 	 Traces x 	 Symbols
Example aa b  fa a bg
The alphabet of trace t  written t is the set of atoms that occur in
the trace Formally
   
at  fag  t for all t 	 Traces a 	 Atoms
a b t  fa bg  t for all t 	 Traces a b 	 Pairs
Example aa b  fa bg
The denitions of  and  are extended to sets of strings and sets of
symbols in the usual way
We dene projection of a trace t onto a set of symbols Z  denoted t  Z 
and ejection of Z from t  denoted t  Z  as follows

  Z  
at  Z  at  Z  for all t  a 	 Z Atoms
at  Z  t  Z for all t  a 	 Atoms 
 a 	 Z
xt  Z  x t  Z  for all t  x  a b x 	 Z  a 	 Z 
 b 	 Z 
xt  Z  at  Z  for all t  x  a b x 	 Z 
 a 	 Z 
 b 	 Z
xt  Z  t  Z for all t  x  a b x 	 Z 
 a 	 Z 
 b 	 Z


  Z  
at  Z  at  Z  for all t  a 	 Atoms 
 a 	 Z
at  Z  t  Z for all t  a 	 Atoms  Z
xt  Z  x t  Z  for all t  x  a b x 	 Z 
 a 	 Z 
 b 	 Z
xt  Z  at  Z  for all t  x  a b x 	 Z 
 a 	 Z 
 b 	 Z
xt  Z  t  Z for all t  x  a b x 	 Z  a 	 Z 
 b 	 Z 
Example a b  fag  a a b  fag  b
Just as the projection of a trace is dened as the concatenation of the
projections of the elements the projection of a set is dened as the set of the
projections of the elements in that set
Calculating with these projection and ejection operators is more cumber	
some than calculating with the projection operators of trace theory without
pairs In the remainder of this section we give a list of properties that have
been used in proofs of the properties in the following section Most proofs
given in Appendix A are straightforward though often lengthy and require
induction on the length of the traces
The following three non	theorems that are theorems for trace theory
without pairs  show that the calculus indeed diers from standard trace
theory
t  X   Y  t  X  Y 
Counterexample t  a bX  fa bgY  fbg
t  X   Y  t  X  Y 
Counterexample t  a bX  fagY  fa bg
X  Y  t  X   Y  t  Y 
Counterexample t  a bX  fbgY  fa b bg
Fortunately we can carry out the proofs in the following using these
weaker versions of the theorems
X  Y  t  X   Y  t  Y 
X  Y  t  X   Y  t  X 
X  Y  t  X   Y  t  X 

One more rather specialized theorem is needed to make up for the loss of
stronger theorems from trace theory
s  Y 
 r  X  Y   s r  Y  s 
The following three theorems correspond directly to theorems in standard
trace theory Note however that theorem  mentions  rather than 
t  X  t  t  X   
t  X   X    t  X   X 
t  s   
 t  s  s  s  t 
Because synchronization will not be part of a parallel composition oper	
ator we shall require that alphabets of processes composed in parallel are
disjoint Hence we are also interested in properties that involve disjoint al	
phabets
X   Y     t  X   Y  t  X  Y  
X   Y     t  X  t  Y   X 
One might expect a counterpart to theorem  for projections The
following calculation shows that theorem holds as well Assuming X  
Y    we have
t  X   Y
 f  g
t  Y   X   Y
 f  g
t  X  Y   Y
 f  g
t  X   Y   Y
 f  g

 f Denition  g
t  
 f X   Y     X  Y   g
t  X  Y 


Because the connect operator dened in the next section takes a set of
pairs as its rst argument properties that restrict one set of symbols to a set
of pairs are of interest as well
X  Pairs  t  X   Y  t  X   X  Y  
Y  Pairs t  X    t  Y   X  Y    
X  Pairs 
Y  X   X    t  Y   X  t  X   Y  X 
X  Pairs 
t  X   s  X   Y  X   s
 r  r  X  t  X  r  s  Y   s
Finally we have some properties that hold for disjoint sets of pairs
X Y  Pairs 
 X   Y     
t  X  Y   X  Y   
 t  X  Y   X    
 t  X  Y   Y   
X Y  Pairs 
 X   Y     
t  X   X     t  X  Y   X   
 Operators and processes
In this section we construct a calculus for processes by dening operators
and listing some of their properties Even though adding pairs to the traces
adds complexity to the proofs of the properties given in Appendix B the
calculus itself remains quite simple
We give names to two special tracesets
demon   skip  fg 
Informally skip corresponds to the process that always terminates and
demon corresponds to a process that is deadlocked in one of its compo	
nents Operators t k   and connect are dened as follows

S t T  S  T 
SkT  fr  s t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 r  s  t   

 r  s  s 
 r  t  t  rg
Example fab cgkfdg  fabd  ab d  adb a db dab cd  c d  dcg
S  T  fs t  s 	 S  t 	 T  stg 
Example fab cg fdg  fabd  cdg
S connect X  fs  s 	 S  X 
 s  X     sg 
Example fa b cg connect fa bg  fcg and fa b ag connect fa bg  fg
The operators satisfy the following properties
S t demon  S 
S t S  S 
S t T  T t S 
R t S  t T  R t S t T  
Skskip  S 
Skdemon  demon 
SkT  TkS 
RkS kT  RkSkT  
S  skip  skip  S  S 
S  demon  demon  S  demon 
R S  T  R S  T  
R S t T   R S  t R T  

In the following four properties X and Y are subsets of Pairs
S t T  connect X  S connect X  t T connect X  
X   Y     
S connect X  connect Y  S connect X  Y 
S  T  connect X  S connect X   T connect X  
X   S     SkT  connect X  SkT connect X  




























In this section we use the properties from the previous section to give a proof
of a simple deterministic synchronization algorithm
problem specication
Given a constant n  n 	  and processes fi    i  n  A
i
g and
fi    i  n  B
i
g give a set of connections X and a set of processes
fi    i  n  S
i
g such that








ki    i  n  A
i
  ki    i  n  B
i
 
a solution synchronization over a line












































Processes  and  communicate twice in sequence hence one of these
communications may be omitted
proof by induction on n



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 f Induction hypothesis associativity of k g
ki    i  n  A
i





In this section we study two classes of programs We show that each class
is closed under all but two of the composition operators we have introduced
The intersection of both classes is closed under all composition operations
except t composition The motivation for this section is that not all programs
we have dened in the previous section can be implemented or implemented
eciently Informally an angelic choice is not eciently implementable if
the process cannot decide which alternative to execute by probing  the
environment We return to this issue in Section 
An example of a choice that cannot always be implemented is
fa g Because the process may be composed sequentially with a pro	
cess fag we cannot decide safely to implement fa g as if probea 
a  probeanything but a  skip  This implementation would cause




g to deadlock on the second
a action whereas a truly angelic choice would have chosen skip to avoid
deadlock
A similar problem arises for the process fba ag Parallel composition
with a process fa

g followed by connecting a a

 leads to our rst problem
This section discusses a class of processes that can be implemented with	
out restrictions on compositionality or the environment The second example
above leads us to studying the class of connect compositional cc pro	
cesses This class is closed for all composition operators except sequential

composition and t composition The rst example leads to studying the class
of prex reduced pr processes This class is closed for all composition
operators except connect and t composition The class of processes that
are both prex reduced and connect compositional is closed under all opera	
tions except t composition The proofs in this chapter bear some similarity
to  where classes of delay	insensitive circuits are studied
Proofs of the theorems were much more dicult than we had expected
Unlike the proofs in the previous section this does not seem to be solely a
consequence of the introduction of pairs in the traces A small consolation
is that similar proofs in  are of similar complexity All proofs are given
in detail in Appendix C
An important practical extension to the classes mentioned here is the use
of signaling sets  Signaling sets are sets of port operations Their use
corresponds to a restriction on the use of the connect operator If we know
that a connect operator always takes all or none of the elements from the
signaling sets as its argument we can extend the class cc The new class then
corresponds to requiring that the processes with all elements of a signaling
set replaced by a representative are in cc
Denition  For any traceset S we dene connect compositional or
cc S as
r  x  y  r 	 Traces x  y 	 Symbols 
x   y   
 S  rx   
 S  ry   
S  rxy   
 S  ryx   
 S  rxy  S  ryx 
Example cc fabc bacg  true cc fabc badg  false
Informally the class cc contains processes for which if several actions
are simultaneously possible they can be performed in either order and the
future behavior of the process is independent of the order chosen
The class of connect compositional processes is closed under parallel com	
position and connection
Theorem  cc S  z  z 	 Pairs  cc connect fzg S 

Theorem  cc S 
 cc T  cc SkT 
The class of prex reduced processes is dened as follows
Denition  For any traceset S we dene prex reduced or pr  S as
s t  s t 	 S  s  t
where  is the prex ordering on strings
Example pr  fa ba bbg  true cc fa abg  false
The class of prex reduced processes is closed under parallel and sequen	
tial composition
Theorem  pr  S 
 pr  T  pr  S  T 
Theorem  pr  S 
 pr  T  pr  SkT 
The following two theorems show that the class of processes that are both
connect compositional and prex reduced is closed under parallel composi	
tion sequential composition and connection
Theorem 
 cc S 
 pr  S 
 cc T  cc S  T 
Theorem 	 pr  S 
 cc S  z  pr  connect fzg S 
In Section  we discuss how these algebraic properties relate to opera	
tional considerations
 Summary
In this chapter we have shown how traces with pair symbols can be used to
model concurrent processes with point	to	point synchronization We dened
several familiar composition operators and a new one in terms of this model
The familiar composition operators have the properties we expect and the
new connect operator has satisfying algebraic properties as well While we
feel that the list of properties in Section  is what we had hoped for the road
toward them proved to be a lot more tortuous than intended Undoubtedly
related to this the list of properties in Section  seems somewhat haphazard
and ripe for improvement

Chapter 
Sets of sets of traces
  Angelic and demonic nondeterminism
In the previous chapter a process was specied as a set of traces Tracesets
alone however are insucient to describe both angelic and demonic non	
determinism In this chapter we extend the model to describe both The
observation that tracesets alone do not suce is not new but our extension
is new
Consider two processes Process A and process B both execute a followed
by b or b followed by a but the choice is angelic in the case of process A
and demonic in the case of process B According to the previous chapter
process A should be specied as fab bag and we have no representation for
process B our model has too few degrees of freedom We add a dimension
by going from sets of traces to sets of sets of traces with the new dimension
representing demonic nondeterminism as was done in Chapter  In this
model processes A and B are now represented as follows
 A ab t ba  ffab bagg
 B ab u ba  ffabg fbagg
In this chapter we study sets of sets of traces as a model for a language
with synchronization statements as its primitive operation We specify a re	
nement ordering for this model in Section  The renement ordering leads
us to dene classes of equivalent programs We show that the renement

ordering with these equivalence classes is a partial order We show that de	
monic and angelic choice correspond to highest greatest lower bound and
lowest least upper bound with respect to the renement ordering The
equivalence classes which we call processes with demonic and angelic non	
determinism as meet and join form a complete distributive lattice Proofs
for the theorems in Section  are given in Appendix D
In Section  we dene sequential parallel and connect composition We
give a list of algebraic properties that can be proven from these denitions
and the properties of the lattice of processes Proofs for this Section are
given in Appendix E In Section  we introduce two kinds of iteration angelic
iteration and demonic iteration Proofs for this section are given in Appendix
F In Section  we study duals of processes We prove the properties of duals
in Appendix G
We end with a summary of the main results of this chapter in Section  
 A renement ordering
Following the suggestions in the introduction we dene
Denition   A process is a set of sets of traces
We will use calligraphic letters such as R S and T to denote processes
Renement corresponds to decreasing the amount of demonic nondeter	
minism or increasing angelic nondeterminism This leads us to the following
denition of process renement w
Denition 
For ST  Tracesets we dene
S w T

S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T 
We give a few examples
ffa bgg w ffagg
ffagg w ffag fbgg
ffc dgg w ffag fbgg
ffaagg w ffaa bag faa cagg

We have
Theorem  T w T
Theorem  R w S 
 S w T  R w T
therefore the relation w denes a preorder on Tracesets However w is not
a partial order as the following theorem shows
Theorem 
S w T 
 T w S 
S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   S 	 T  

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   T 	 S
We may read the previous theorem as follows Two processes are equiv	
alent if their minimal elements are equal This notion of equivalence makes
sense if we realize that a demonic choice between two sets one of which is a
subset of the other always yields the smaller less angelic one We therefore
dene equivalence between processes as follows
Denition  S  T  S w T 
 T w S
We have
Theorem  S  S
Theorem 
 S  T   T  S
Theorem 	 R  S 
 S  T  R  T
therefore equivalence between processes is indeed an equivalence relation We
also have the following theorem
Theorem   S  fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg
Hence a process is equivalent to the set of its minimal elements The
following theorem states that the set of minimal elements uniquely represents
an equivalence class

Theorem    S  T 

fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg

fT  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   Tg
On the equivalence classes w denes a partial order The proof is imme	
diate from the denition of 
We dene demonic and angelic composition as follows
Denition   S u T  S  T
Example ffa bgg u ffcgfdgg  ffa bgfcgfdgg
Denition   S t T  fS T  S 	 ST 	 T  S t Tg
Example ffa bgg t ffcgfdgg  ffa b cgfa b dgg
The following theorem relates the structure of S to demonic and angelic
nondeterminism
Theorem   S  uS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffsgg
The following four theorems show that S u T is a greatest lower bound
of S and T and S t T is a least upper bound of S and T 
Theorem   ST  S w S u T 
Theorem   RST  S w R 
 T w R  S u T w R
Theorem   ST  S t T w S
Theorem  
 RST  R w S 
 R w T  R w S t T 
Angelic and demonic composition satisfy the following ve laws com	
monly referred to as idempotence symmetry associativity absorption and
consistency

Theorem  	 S u S  S 
 S t S  S
Theorem  S u T  T u S 
 S t T  T t S
Theorem   Rt S t T  R t S t T 
Theorem  S t S u T   S 
 S u S t T   S
Theorem  S  S u T   T w S 
 T w S  S t T  T 
From lattice theory   we know that any structure with two binary
operators that satises Theorems  	  is a lattice
Next we show that fg is a greatest element and ffgg is a least element
in our lattice
Theorem  S  fg w S
Theorem  S  S w ffgg
Hence lowest upper bounds and highest lower bounds can also be dened
for empty and innite sets and our lattice is a complete lattice
The next theorem shows that the lattice is distributive
Theorem 
Rt S u T   R t S u Rt T 
Ru S t T   R u S t Ru T 
Intermezzo on failureset semantics and renement
In  CAR Hoare denes a renement relation for TCSP theoretical
CSP based on the model for TCSP introduced in  TCSP is a language
similar to and an inspiration for ours In this intermezzo we point out some
of the dierences between TCSP and synchronizing processes


























its failure set and D
x
the set of its diver	
gences The failure set of a component is a set of pairs the rst component

of which is a prex of a trace of the component and the second of which
is an action the component is not capable of participating in next Such
a denition makes sense only if the set of possible actions in the complete
system is known beforehand hence the alphabet of possible actions is part
of the specication of a process In order to compose or compare processes
their alphabets need to be identical Because we consider only nite traces
we do not consider divergences here
Self	synchronization operators such as connect cannot be introduced in
TCSP because the model does not include pair symbols TCSP therefore
introduces two kinds of parallel composition One jjj is non	synchronizing
parallel composition and corresponds to our k The other k
A
 species an
alphabet of symbols on which the traces in the components are to be synchro	
nized Rather than being a single operator k
A
is really a class of operators
Concealment of actions in TCSP is accomplished with a hide operator In
synchronizing processeswe have only one non	synchronizing parallel compo	
sition operator and synchronization and hiding are combined in the connect
operator
TCSP does not have sequential composition but introduces prexing
hence the synchronizing processes process a would correspond to the TCSP
process a  STOP
A
where A is the appropriate alphabet TCSP introduces
u to which our u corresponds and  which is similar to but not the same
as t
While P w P uQ for the ordering dened in the model for TCSP P Q w
P does not hold in general as the following calculation shows
We rst quote some denitions from  Chapter  Some notation has
been modied so as not to confuse the reader
tracesSTOP  fg
tracesc  P  fg  ft  t 	 tracesP  ctg




refusalsc  P  fX  X  P fcgg
refusalsP uQ  refusalsP  refusalsQ
refusalsP Q  refusalsP  refusalsQ
failuresP  fsX   s 	 tracesP 
 X 	 refusalsP
sg
where P
s corresponds to P after executing trace s 

Hence if we consider the alphabet fa bg and P  a  STOP and
Q  b  STOP we have
failuresa  STOP
 f fX  X  fa bg  fagg a Pfa bgg
 f f fbgg a Pfa bgg
and similarly
failuresb  STOP  f f fagg b Pfa bgg
failuresP uQ
 f f fagg  f fbgg a Pfa bg b Pfa bgg
 f f fag fbgg a Pfa bg b Pfa bgg
failuresP Q
 f f fagg  f fbgg a Pfa bg b Pfa bgg
 f fg a Pfa bg b Pfa bgg
Hence we see P Q w P 
The main reason for introducing w in  seems to be that it allows the
denition of recursion as a least xed point The notion of renement as
being able to replace a specication or process by a process that renes it
in all contexts is given by a relation sat dened by a set of laws
In this monograph we have attempted to choose a renement order that
combines TCSPs sat and w This requires t to be subtly dierent from
TCSPs  Our t corresponds to angelic choice whereas TCSPs  corre	
sponds to a choice that is made by probing  the environment TCSP
therefore has the law c  Pc  Q  c  P u Q Unless P and Q







Choosing t to represent angelic choice rather than letting it correspond
to some operational notion has a downside The choice forces us to study
when angelic choice can be eciently implemented and what restrictions
on the environment if any are needed This study is conducted in Section
 and Chapter 
End of intermezzo
 Operators and processes
In this section we dene operators on the lattice of processes and study their
algebraic properties We give names to ve nullary operators

 magic  fg
 demon  ffgg
 pick  fft  t 	 Traces  tgg
 chaos  ft  t 	 Traces  ftgg
 skip  ffgg
We extend the denitions of  and  to processes
Denition  T  
S
S  S 	 T  S 
Example ffaa bgg  fa a bg
Denition 
 T  
S
S  S 	 T  S 
Example ffaa bgg  fa bg
We extend the denitions of sequential composition alt composition con	
nect composition and parallel composition to sets of sets of traces and we
introduce demonic composition We overload the symbols from Section 
This is justied by the list of algebraic properties in this section which
closely resembles the list from Chapter 
SkT  fS T  S 	 T T 	 S  SkTg 
S T  uS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  ffstgg

S connect X  fS  S 	 S  S connect X g 
The operators we have introduced are monotonic with respect to w
Theorem  S w T  S uR w T uR
Theorem  S w T  S tR w T tR

Theorem  S w T  SkR w T kR
Theorem  R w S 
 T w U  R T w S U
Theorem  S w T  S connect X w T connect X
The composition operators respect the equivalence relation we have in	
troduced
Theorem  S  T  R  S uR  T uR
Theorem 
 S  T  R  S tR  T tR
Theorem 	 S  T  R  SkR  T kR
Theorem  S  T  R  S R  T  R
Theorem   S  T  R  R S  R T 
Theorem  S  T  X  S connect X  T connect X 
Proof This follows from monotonicity For example
S  T  R  S uR  T uR
 f Denition  calculus g
S w T  R  S uR w T uR 

T w S  R  T u R w S uR 
 f Monotonicity g
true
end of proof
We have the following algebraic properties Some of these theorems are
direct consequences of the lattice algebra but we repeat those to create an
overview of the process algebra Even though equality holds for many of these
theorems equivalence is the relation we are interested in Because process
equivalence is an equivalence relation equivalence follows from equality
magic u T  T 

demon u T  demon 
T u S  S u T 
Ru S u T  R u S u T  
demon t S  S 
magic t S  magic 
T t S  S t T 
Rt S t T  R t S t T  
skip kS  S 
magic kS  magic 
T kS  SkT 
RkSkT  RkSkT  
skip  S  S  S skip 
demon  S  demon 
magic  S  magic 
Rt S T  R T  t S T  
Ru S T  R T  u S T  
The following two examples show that  does not left	distribute over u
and t
Example
ffagg t ffbgg ffagg u ffbgg
 f Denition tu g
ffa bgg ffag fbgg
 f Denition  g
ffagg ffag fbgg t ffbgg ffag fbgg
 f Denition  g
ffaag fabgg t ffbag fbbgg
 f Denition t g
ffaa bag faa bbg fab bag fab bbgg

ffagg t ffbgg ffagg u ffagg t ffbgg ffbgg
 f Denition t g
ffa bgg ffagg u ffa bgg ffbgg
 f Denition  g
ffaa bagg u ffab bbgg
 f Denition u g
ffaa bag fab bbgg
Example
ffagg u ffbgg ffagg t ffbgg
 f Denition tu g
ffag fbgg ffa bgg
 f Denition  g
ffagg ffa bgg u ffbgg ffa bgg
 f Denition  g
ffaa abgg u ffba bbgg
 f Denition t g
ffaa abg fba bbgg
ffagg u ffbgg ffagg t ffagg u ffbgg ffbgg
 f Denition u g
ffag fbgg ffagg t ffag fbgg ffbgg
 f Denition  g
ffaa bagg t ffab bbgg
 f Denition u g
ffaa abg faa bbg fba abg fba bbgg
We may understand this informally as follows Right distribution of semi	
colon over u and t does not change the moment at which the demonic or
angelic choices are made whereas left distribution does In the rst example













can lead to deadlock for the rst but not
for the second process
T  S R  T  S R 

X   Y     S connect X  connect Y  S connect X  Y 

S T  connect X  S connect X  T connect X  
S t T  connect X  S connect X  t T connect X  
S u T  connect X  S connect X  u T connect X  
X   S   
 X   T     
SkT  connect X  S connect X kT connect X 



























We dene two kinds of iteration angelic  and demonic y Angelic and
demonic iteration for sequential programs have been studied in 
Denition  For any process S S
 
is dened as the least solution of
S
 




 For any process S S
y
is dened as the greatest solution of
S
y


















ffgg t ffagg ffn  n 	 Nat    fg  a
n
gg
 f Denition  g
ffgg t ffn  n 	 Nat    fg  aa
n
gg
 f Denition t g









 fn  n 	 Nat    fg  fa
n
gg
ffgg u ffagg fn  n 	 Nat    fg  fa
n
gg
 f Denition  g
ffgg t fn  n 	 Nat    fg  faa
n
gg
 f Denition t g




fn  n 	 Nat    fg  fa
n
gg
We have the following monotonicity properties















 Duals of processes
Denition  We dene Dual as follows
DualS  tS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  ffsgg

Dualmagic   demon 
Dualdemon  magic 
Dualpick   chaos 
Dualchaos   pick 
Dualskip   skip 
Dualffsgg  ffsgg 
The following theorems conrm our choice of name for Dual
Theorem 
 DualS u T   DualS tDualT 
Theorem 
  DualS t T   DualS uDualT 
Theorem 
 DualDualS  S
An equivalent denition of Dual is
Denition 

DualS  fT  S  S 	 S  s  s 	 S  s 	 T   Tg
In order to prove the equivalence of the two denitions the following two
theorems are useful
Dual is a Galois connection
Theorem 
 S w DualT   T w DualS
Theorem 
 DualS w T  DualT  w S
The following theorem states that both denitions of dual are in fact
equivalent
Theorem 
 DualS  DualS
The following properties can now easily be proven
Theorem 




 S  T  DualS  DualT 
The following theorems are useful in computing duals of processes
Theorem 









Duals of processes are useful in that they specify the most demonic en	
vironment with which a process can be composed without introducing dead	
lock This environment is similar to the unique maximal environment of Dill
 This fact is stated in the following theorem
Theorem 	 Provided S  S
SkDualS






is S with all actions replaced by their primed counterparts
Furthermore the dual is the least environment with this property as
expressed by the following theorem
Theorem 	 Provided S  S
T  DualS

 SkT  connect fx  x 	 S   x  x

g  demon
 A simple example
In this section we give a simple example to illustrate the use of the machinery
































































Give an implementation for and







































































































































































In this section we give an informal operational appreciation of the theory
developed in this chapter The main issue we address is angelic choice versus




 We propose sucient conditions under which angelic choice
can be implemented eciently In the next section we follow the discussion
up with an example of a process built from several component processes and
show that the constructions meet the requirements listed in this section
Our renement ordering and hence our notion of equivalence between
processes is based on the notion of deadlock One process renes an	
other if it is guaranteed not to deadlock in any environment in which the
other process does not deadlock demon  the bottom element of our lat	
tice corresponds to a process that is deadlocked in one of its components
Demonic nondeterminism allows the process to choose the alternative that
causes deadlock Implementing demonic nondeterminism is not dicult be	
cause either alternative is a renement and hence an implementation of
the construct Angelic nondeterminism requires the process to choose the
alternative that avoids deadlock In general angelic nondeterminism can	
not be implemented as the event that may cause deadlock can be arbi	
trarily far in the future However if the rst actions of the alternatives
in an angelic choice are mutually exclusive then angelic choice can be im	
plemented by probing  the environment for its next action Fully sym	
metric protocols for communication that allow probing on either side exist
 but in order to avoid deadlock only one of the processes involved in
the communication must probe This leads us to a second restriction on
processes that can be adequately described by our algebra only one side
of a synchronization action can be a rst action in an alternative of an t
construct We share this restriction with CSP because in the failure set
model a  stop b  stop ka  stop b  stop 
fa bg  stop 
whereas the ALT construct in occam
TM
deadlocks when composed with itself
In our model parallel composition is dened in terms of angelic non	
determinism and hence we should expect diculties when attempting to
implement it Fortunately the only way in which deadlock can result from
replacing sequential with parallel composition operationally speaking is if
there is a choice that is made on the basis of which sequential component is
attempted rst This after all is the demonic aspect of parallel composition
Such a choice requires an alternative statement with non	mutually	exclusive
guards Thus if we guarantee by some external reasoning that alternative
statements with non	mutually	exclusive guards do not occur in our programs
then we may indeed regard parallel composition as angelic
We can weaken the condition of mutually exclusive rst actions using the

theorems from Chapter  Section  There a class of programs was identied
that includes angelic nondeterminismwith rst actions that are not mutually
exclusive However the angelic choice required of processes in this class is
implementable because the processes are capable of doing non	mutually	
exclusive actions in any order and its future behavior may not depend on
that order These restrictions are captured formally in the denition of the
class cc in Section 
A useful notion when reasoning about mutually exclusive rst actions are
signaling sets  A signaling set is a set of mutually exclusive actions
Their typical use is as follows we prove that a process is implementable
under the restriction that certain sets of actions in the environment form a
signaling set and we show that certain sets of outputs form signaling sets
as well The and process of the previous section is implementable under the
restriction that a a and b b form signaling sets and it guarantees that
c c is a signaling set
Alternatives with non	mutually	exclusive rst communications do occur
in practice They are essential for implementing a fair merge between
two channels that may be active at the same time In hardware they are
implemented using arbiters We conclude that the framework as presented
here cannot be used to design concurrent systems that require such a merge
or hardware that requires arbiters Nevertheless the examples in the next
two sections indicate that many interesting programs can be built without
them
In the next chapter we brie
y introduce an operational model that uses
probes explicitly and that does not suer from these restrictions We in	
dicate there why we believe that models and algebras that conform to that
operational model are inherently more complex Thus for the design of syn	
chronizing systems with mutually exclusive guards we believe it is likely that
one will resort to a model and process algebra similar to the one presented
in this chapter

 Example	 Full adder
  Specication
We take the following component as the specication of a restricted full
adder cell The example should not be taken too literally because our lan	
guage does not allow for probes or expressions in guards the construction is
overly complicated The reason we give this example anyway is because it







































































































 These signals are not probed in the environment









 The process does not probe these signals
end of problem specication
The environment signaling sets are signaling sets that the process may rely
on The process signaling sets are signaling sets that the process must guar	
antee We observe that the process is implementable since angelic choices
are made with mutually exclusive rst communications that are not probed
in the environment
  First decomposition









































 These signals are not probed in the environment






























































































 These signals are not probed in the environment






















































































 These signals are not probed in the environment






























































































































































































We do not give the details of the calculation Informally the renement
is valid because parallelism is increased without violating the requirements
on the signaling sets For calculations such as these where the informal
argument is clear the detailed calculations are best left to a computer
  Carry subcircuits
The following program species a component that generates the carry	






































































 These signals are not probed in the environment







 The process does not probe these signals
The component is implementable because projected onto the signaling
sets it is in the class cc
The next component we examine is a circuit that generates the carry from



























































 These signals are not probed in the environment






































































Note This subcircuit is more general than needed to meet the original
specication since there it is specied that the bits will arrive in a given
order
Note Another possible implementation of this subcircuit is a circuit that
generates the carry as soon as possible ie generating it before the c

com	










































































 These signals are not probed in the environment






 The process does not probe these signals
The component is implementable because projected onto the signaling



































































































































































































































In this section we study some memories We do not give calculations the
purpose of this section is to show that even though our language is very
limited there are interesting programming circuit	design examples that
fall within its scope
 	 One
bit memory






















































































































 	 Selector control and merge








































The selector takes an n	bit sequence of bits as input and depending on









We decide to encode the memory action in the last two bits Control
































































































Figure  Four	bit memory
 	 Four
bit memory
And example four	bit memory is shown in Figure 
When we try to argue that this collection of processes is implementable
a problem arises For all processes except the merge it is easy to argue that
they are implementable as a consequence of the signaling	set conventions
However we cannot guarantee that the guards of the merge processes are
mutually exclusive if the environment attempts a sequence of read actions
A possible solution is to synchronize between the last D process and the rst
S process after every write This however means that the memory can only
process one write action at a time We discuss a less restrictive solution in
the next subsection
 	  Pipelined memory
The solution presented here is inspired by  We modify the processes S




and introduce a new process B 
We move the rw bit to the front of the packet A packet now consists of








































Figure  Pipelined four	bit memory
the rw bit followed by n address bits followed by the ww bit which


























































































rst receives the rw bit In the case of a read the next bit is
read to determine whether to route the packet up or down Next the rw bit
is sent up or down and the rst bit of the address is sent to the last merging
process through a series of buers Finally the remaining bits are copied up
or down
















































diers from process D in that it rst receives a bit indicating
whether a bit from the up or the down incoming channel is next It is easy to
reason that the order between dierent read operations is maintained with
this construction




















All processes used in this example are implementable mutual exclusion
of the rst communications in alternatives of an angelic choice can easily be
shown to be mutually exclusive as we have done in the previous section
Hence we could use the calculus we have introduced in this chapter to verify
whether this memory is a renement of another or whether it meets a given
specication
  Example	 Mutual exclusion
In this section we study mutual exclusion The solution requires the use of
arbiters and hence we cannot treat this problem fully within our calculus



































































































































































































 u u a
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 v  v  b
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 w  w  c
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 w  c
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The solution is adapted from  where it is coined re
ecting privilege





associated with it The one bit memory encodes whether the




the token There are four possible actions
If subprocess A holds the token a
 
 and receives a request from S
b
u
the request is granted immediately u and the process loses the token a


If subprocess A does not hold the token a

 and receives a request S
b






 and granted u The process
nally does not hold the token a


If subprocess A holds the token a
 
 and receives a request from its master
x  the request is granted x  and the token returned when the master is
done x  The process nally holds the token a
 

If subprocess A does not hold the token a

and receives a request for the
token from its master x  and it does not hold the token a






 and the request is granted x  The token is returned when
the master is done x  and the process continues to hold the token a
 





g is probed both in process
A and in process M
a
 the probes are on every other communication and out
of phase Hence these angelic choices are implementable
However the other angelic choices in process A do not have mutually
exclusive rst communications Hence an arbiter is required to implement
them and we cannot rely on our calculus to prove the correctness of the
solution Examples such as this one are the reason for studying a dierent
operational model in Chapter 
   Summary
In this chapter we have introduced a model for describing processes with
angelic and demonic nondeterminism sequential composition parallel com	
position and connect composition We have introduced a renement re	
lation which led to the introduction of equivalence classes All operators
are monotonic with respect to the renement ordering and preserve process
equivalence
The equivalence classes form a complete lattice with demonic and an	
gelic nondeterminism as its meet and join This fact allows us to introduce
iteration through a xed point equation We have introduced two kinds of
iteration angelic and demonic
We have studied duals in this lattice and their algebraic properties Duals
of processes have been related to the most demonic environment in which a

process will not deadlock
We have studied conditions under which the constructs we have dened
in particular angelic choice can be implemented We have shown that we can
specify such conditions in a way that retains compositionality of our theory

Chapter 
An operational model for a
language with probes
In this chapter we present an operational model that can be used as a basis
for an extension of the language discussed in the previous chapters We
clarify the restrictions mentioned in the previous chapter and we indicate
why a language that deals successfully with all the semantic aspects of the
model presented in this chapter will have much more complicated algebraic
properties
Operational models abound in the literature The one we present here
distinguishes itself from all others by treating probes explicitly
  Operational model
Our operational model for processes consists of a set of nodes a set of labeled
directed edges and two special nodes the initial node and the nal node
Edges are labeled with symbols from a set of actions extended with a special
empty  action with a pair of actions or with a probed action The main
distinction between this model and a transition graph that it resembles
is that choice is understood to be demonic If more than one transition is
possible from a given node state the process makes a demonic choice An
 transition is always possible other actions are possible if the environment
can participate in them






Figure  skip and deadlock





Figure  aaand a b
and nal node A process is represented by an upper case letter such as S or
T  We dene S  hS  nodesS  edgesS  ini S  ni Nodes is the set of all
nodes Edges is the set of all edges Atoms is the set of all actions Probes
is the set of all probed actions and Pairs is the set of all pairs of actions
An edge is represented by a triple initial node target node and label
In Figure  we have depicted two basic processes skip and deadlock 
They correspond to the four	tuples
deadlock  hfI Fg fg I F i skip  hfI Fg fhI F  ig I F i
In Figure  we have depicted three kinds of processes with one labeled
transition
a  hfI Fg fhI F  aig I F i a  hfI Fg fhI F  aig I F i
a b  hfI Fg fhI F  a big I F i
Sequential composition between processes is depicted in Figure  and
is dened as follows
S  T

hS  nodes  T  nodesS  edges  T  edges  hS  nT  ini  iS  ini T  ni

































hfI Fg  i    i  n  S
i
 nodes




















hfI Fg  i    i  n  S
i
 nodes
i    i  n  fhI S
i
 ini  i hS
i
 nF  ig

























Figure  Example of parallel composition
ure  The gure depicts a bkc d Parallel composition is dened as




hfi  j  n
i
	 S  nodes 
 n
j
	 T  nodes  n
i j
g




 x i 	 S  edges 
 n
k





fi  j  k  x  n
k



















 yi 	 T  edges

 x 	 Atoms 





 fi  j  n
i
 S  ini 
 n
j
 T  ini  n
i j
g
 fi  j  n
i
 S  n 
 n
j




The explanation for this denition is that it is a direct product  because
two processes composed in parallel can progress independently extended
with possible actions in which they can both participate
An example of connect composition between processes is depicted in Fig	
ure  The gure depicts a bkc dconnectfa bg Connect composi	













 fnm x  hnm x i 	 S  edges 
 x   fa b a bg  fg  hnm x ig
fnm  hnm a bi 	 S  edges  hnm ig
fnm  hnm ai 	 S  edges 
 o  hn o bi 	 S  edges  hnm ig
fnm  hnm bi 	 S  edges 
 o  hn o ai 	 S  edges  hnm ig
S  ini S  n
i
The explanation for this denition is that when connecting a and b only
pair actions a b can occur They are hidden from the environment and
therefore replaced by  transitions Probed transitions can occur if S is in a
state in which the corresponding action ie a for b and b for a is possible
There are three rules for simplifying graphs
 Unreachable parts of graphs may be removed
 A node that has only one outgoing  edge may be removed its incoming
edges are then redirected to the target node of the old outgoing  edge
If the graph is a direct product of two other graphs these simplica	
























Figure  First example
obtained by taking the direct product of the simplied components
 A graph that has a path along  edges from the initial node to a node
with no outgoing edges that is not the nal node may be simplied to
deadlock 
 Some examples
In this section we show some examples in which the operational model pre	
sented in the previous section deals successfully with some processes for which
our process algebra was insucient










The calculation is represented in Figure  The rst graph represents
the process before the connect operation the second graph represents the
connected process Because of our third simplication rule it may be simpli	
ed to deadlock 
A similar calculation shows
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Figure  Reduced graph
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g  c u d
The graph for the unconnected process is given in Figure  A few edges
labeled with pairs have been omitted for clarity they would be removed in
the next step anyway The connect operation and the simplifying rules are
applied in Figure 
A third example is depicted in Figure  It shows the graph for
a





The resulting graph corresponds to
 b c  b  b d

This is not equivalent to process b c Composed with the environment
b

 as in the previous example the result is c u d  as expected
 Renement
A process S renes T if in every environment where T does not deadlock S
also does not deadlock According to this denition and the examples in the
previous section we see that akb does not rene a b because we have












































































Figure  Partial connect



























Also a  a b  b  b a does not rene a b because












a  a b  b  b a







These and other examples indicate that it is not easy to express parallel
composition and ALT composition in terms of angelic and demonic composi	
tion Hence if we want an algebra that can handle the full operational model
with probes we should expect it to be signicantly more complex than the
algebra we have discussed in Chapter 
 Summary
We have presented a simple operational model in which we can reason about
languages with probes The complications that arise give us condence that
signicant gain over the semantics in Chapter  cannot be obtained without
signicant pain Still the extension is interesting enough to make it seem
worthwhile to try to create a process algebra for it

Chapter 
Conclusions and future work
  Conclusions
We have dened a simple language for programming and specications with
synchronization as the basic construct The language has very pleasing al	
gebraic properties and a model that is easy to understand A renement
relation forms the core of our approach All programming constructs we
have dened are monotonic with respect to this renement relation We be	
lieve that concentrating on the renement relation was a good choice It has
guided us in nding the equivalence classes we identify with processes it has
guided us in choosing the right denitions for the operators in our language
it has ensured compositionality and it has yielded a renement calculus
Including pairsymbols in the traces allows the introduction of a self	 syn	
chronizing connect operator This operator corresponds more directly to
declarations and rules of scope in a variety of concurrent languages than the
more traditional hiding operators
A big advantage of our approach over that of many others is the degree
of compositionality when constructing a large system we can do so in terms
of the specication of the parts not their implementation
 Future work
One way of looking at the calculations in Sections  and  is to regard
them as renements in a context We restrict the class of possible environ	

ments and state that one process renes another just when it does so for all
environments in the class Renement in context seems to be a powerful way
to bridle complexity and deserves further study
This monograph has dealt only with nite structures Although one might
argue that these should suce for describing programs that are to execute
in nite space and nite time from a theoretical point of view the extension
to innite constructs is interesting
Even though the language we have dened in Chapter  allows us to
compute anything the language is not very practical An obvious extension
is to allow for expressions in guards which in turn seems to require the
introduction of probes into the language The operational model of Chapter
 should help in identifying a subset of programs with probes that still has
elegant algebraic properties
The next step would be to include state andor types in the model A
fairly straightforward way of including types is to identify typed variables
with signaling sets This is essentially what has been done in the examples in
Chapter  Introducing innite constructs should also allow innite signaling
sets and thus types with an innite range Signaling sets might also form
the basis for the treatment of local variables Still the problem is by no
means solved it is not yet clear for instance how to relate more ecient
implementations that require logn wires for a variable with n dierent
values in its range to the signaling sets mentioned above It seems likely that
work in data renement   will prove relevant here
Finally even though we have written some simple programs to aid in
the calculations an eort should be made to produce software to aid the
programmer in the construction of correct concurrent programs Part of
such an eort might be a formalization of the model presented here in a
mechanized proof system such as Larch  or HOL 

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which as can be seen by taking the disjunction of the ve conditions in
the denition of projection are the only cases we need to consider
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X  
 a 	 Y 
 f Denition  X Y  Pairs g
a  X  Y   X    
 a  X  Y   Y   
a b  X  Y   X  Y   
 f Denition  X Y  Pairs g
a b 	 X  Y   a 	 X  Y  
 b 	 X  Y 
 f Calculus g
a b 	 X  Y   a 	 X  
 b 	 X  
 a 	 Y  
 b 	 Y 
 f Calculus g
a b 	 X  Y   a 	 X  
 b 	 X  

a b 	 X  Y   a 	 Y  
 b 	 Y 
 f Denition  X Y  Pairs g
a b  X  Y   X    
 a b  X  Y   Y   
Induction step
Immediate from homomorphic properties of  and 
end of proof
  sX Y  X Y  Pairs 
 X   Y    
s  X   X     s  X  Y   X   

Proof by induction on the length of s
Base case trivial
Case jsj   two cases
a  X   X   
 f X Y  Pairs denition  g
a  X  Y   X   
a b  X   X   
 f Cases g
a b 	 X  a 	 X  
 b 	 X 
 f a b 	 Y 
 X   Y    a 	 X  
 b 	 X  g
a b 	 X  a b 	 Y  a 	 X  
 b 	 X 

 f Calculus g
a b 	 X  Y   a 	 X  
 b 	 X 
 f Denition  X Y  Pairs g
a b  X  Y   X   
Induction step




Proofs for Section 
Proofs of the following four theorems are immediate from the denition of t
  S t demon  S
  S t S  S
  S t T  T t S
  R t S  t T  R t S t T 
  skip k T  T k skip  T
Proof left unit element
fgkT
 f Denition g
fr  s t  s 	 fg 
 t 	 T 
 r  s  s 
 r  t  t

 r    t    rg
 f r         g
fr  t  t 	 T 
 r  t  t 
 r  t    rg
 f Theorem  g
fr  t  t 	 T 
 r  t  rg
 f Calculus g
T
end of proof
  demon kT  Tkdemon  T

Proof
Immediate from the denition
end of proof
  SkT  TkS
Proof
Immediate from the symmetry of the denition
end of proof
 
S   T    
 T   R   
 R  S   

RkS kT  RkSkT 
Since this proof though obvious in retrospect took me quite a while to
nd I give it in full detail
Proof
RkSkT 
 f Denition k g
Rk
fr s t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T 

r  s  s 
 r  t  t 
 r  s  t    rg
 f Denition k g
fr r  t  r 	 R 
 r  r  r 

t 	 fr s t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T 

r  s  s 
 r  t  t 
 r  s  t    rg 

r  t  t 
 r  r  t   

 rg
 f Calculus g
fr r  s t  t  r 	 R 
 s 	 S 
 t 	 T 

t  s  s 
 t  t  t 
 r  r  r 
 r  t  t 

t  s  t   
 r  r  t  
 rg

 f Theorem  g
fr r  s t  t  r 	 R 
 s 	 S 
 t 	 T 

t  s  s 
 t  t  t 
 r  r  r 
 r  t  t 

t  s  t   
 r  r  t  
 rg
 f r  t   Theorem  g
fr r  s t  t  r 	 R 
 s 	 S 
 t 	 T 

t  s  s 
 t  t  t 
 r  r  r 
 r  r  t  t 

t  s  t   
 r  r  t  
 rg
 f Theorem s  t   
 s  t  t  s  t g
fr r  s t  t  r 	 R 
 s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 r  r  r 

t  s  s 
 t  t  t 
 r  r  t 
 r  t  t 

t  s  t  
 rg
 f Theorem t  s  t    t  s  t  t g
fr r  s t  t  r 	 R 
 s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 r  r  r 

t  s  s 
 t  t  t 
 r  r  t 
 r  t  t 

r  r  s  t  t 
 t  s  t  
 rg
 f r  s  t   Theorem  g
fr r  s t  t  r 	 R 
 s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 r  r  r 

t  s  s 
 t  t  t 
 r  r  t 
 r  t  t 

r  s  t  t 
 t  s  t  
 rg
 f Use both equalities to eliminate t g
fr r  s t  r 	 R 
 s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 r  r  r 

r  s  t  s  s 
 r  s  t  t  t 

r  s  t  s  t   
 r  r  s  t  
 rg
 f Theorems  g
fr r  s t  r 	 R 
 s 	 S 
 t 	 T 

r  s  s 
 r  t  t 
 r  r  r 

r  r  s  t  
 rg




  S  skip  S  skip  S
Proof
Immediate from the denition
end of proof
  demon  S  S  demon  demon
Proof
Immediate from the denition
end of proof
  R S  T  R S  T 
Proof
R S  T
 f Denition   twice g
fq t  q 	 fr  s  r 	 R s 	 S  rsg t 	 T  qtg
 f g
fr  s t  r 	 R s 	 S  t 	 T  rstg
 f Catenation is associative g
fr  s t  r 	 R s 	 S  t 	 T  rstg
 f Symmetry g
R S  T 
end of proof
  R S t T   R S  t R T 
Proof

R S t T 
 f Denition   t g
fr  s  r 	 R s 	 S  T   rsg
 f g
fr  s  r 	 R s 	 S  rsg  fr  t  r 	 R t 	 T  rtg
 f Denition   t g
R S  t R T 
end of proof
  S t T  connect X  S connect X  t T connect X 
Proof Immediate from denitions of connect and t
end of proof
  X Y  Pairs 
 X   Y    
S connect X  connectY  S connect X  Y 
Proof
S connect X  connectY
 f Denition connect g
fs  s 	 S  X 
 s  x     sg connect Y
 f Denition connect g
ft  t 	 fs  s 	 S  X 
 s  x     sg  Y 

t  Y     tg
 f Calculus g
fs  s 	 S  X 
 s  X    

s  Y   Y     s  Y g
 f Calculus g
fs  s 	 S 
 s  X   X    

s  X   Y   Y     s  X   Y g
 f Theorems    g
fs  s 	 S 
 s  X  Y   X  Y     s  X  Y g
 f Calculus g
fs  s 	 S  X  Y  
 s  X  Y     sg
 f Denition connect g
S connect X  Y 

end of proof
  S  T  connect X  S connect X   T connect X 
Proof
S  T  connect X
 f Denition connect g
fr  r 	 S  T   X 
 r  X     rg
 f Denition  Calculus g
fs t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 st  X   X     st  X g
 f Denitions  g
fs t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 s  X   X    
 t  X   X   
 s  X t  X g
 f Calculus g
fs t  s 	 S  X 
 t 	 T  X 
 s  X    
 t  X     stg
 f Denitions connect    calculus g
S connect X  T connect X 
end of proof
The following theorem expresses the fact that connection distributes over
parallel composition if there is no interaction between the processes
  X  Pairs 
 X   S    
SkT  connect X  SkT connect X 
Proof
SkT  connect X
 f Denitions connect and k g
Skft  t 	 T 
 t  X   X     tg connect X 
Skft  t 	 T 
 t  X   X     tg connect X 
 f See below g
Skft  t 	 T 
 t  X   X     tg connect X
 f Denition connect g
fr  r 	 Skft  t 	 T 
 t  X   X     tg  X 
 r  X     rg
 f Denition k calculus g

fr  s t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 t  X   X    
 r  X   X    

r  s  s 
 r  t  t 
 r  s  t  
 r  X g
 f Theorems  
r  s  t   
 t  X   X    
 X   s  
 r  X   X    g
fr  s t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 t  X   X    
 r  X   X    

r  X   s  s 
 r  t  t 
 r  X   s  tX   
 r  X g
 f Corollary of thm  g
fr  s t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 t  X   X    
 r  X   s  s 

r  t  t 
 r  X   t  X   t  X 
 r  X   s  t  X   
 r  X g
 f Theorem  Calculus g
fr  s t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T  X 
 t  X    

r  s  s 
 r  t  t 
 r  s  t  
 rg
 f Denitions connect and k g
SkT connect X 
The following calculation was postponed in the second step of the proof
Skft  t 	 T 
 t  X   X     tg connect X
 f Denitions connect k g
fr  s t  s 	 S 
 t 	 T 
 t  X   X   
 r  s  t   

r  s  s 
 r  t  t 
 r  X   X   
 r  X g
 f r  t  t 
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r  s  s 
 r  t  t 
 r  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s  t  
 rg connect fa bg
 f Decomposition g
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s  t  
 rg connect fa bg
 f Denition connect g
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r  s  t   
 r  fa bg  fa bg  
 r  fa bgg
 f Reshu e homomorphic properties   g
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s  a 
 r
a
 fa bg  fa bg   
 r
a




 t  b 
 r
b
 fa bg  fa bg   
 r
b
 s  t  
 r  fa bgg
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 f g
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t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  fa bg 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r  s  t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r  fa bg  fa bg 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 r  fa bgg
 f By mutual implication g
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Proofs for Section 
Lemma C 
cc S  s  s 	 Traces  cc S  s
Proof
cc S
 f Denition cc g
r  x  y  x   y   
 S  rx   
 S  ry   
S  rxy   
 S  ryx   
 S  rxy  S  ryx 
 f Calculus g
r  s t  x  y  r  st 
x   y   
 S  stx   
 S  sty   
S  stxy   
 S  styx   
 S  stxy  S  styx 
 f Calculus property  g
s t  x  y 
x   y   
 S  s  tx   
 S  s  ty   
S  s  txy   
 S  s  tyx   

S  s  txy  S  s  tyx 
 f Denition cc g





 s  t   
 S  s   
 S  t   
 s  
S  hd  s  t  
Proof by induction on jt j base case jt j   trivial
s   
 S  s   
 S  t  
 f Property  jt j   t   g
hd  s   
 S  hd  s  tl  s   
 S  hd  t  tl  t  
 f cc S g
hd  s   
 S  hd  t  hd  s   

S  hd  s  hd  t   
 S  hd  t  tl  t  
 f Induction hypothesis g
hd  s   
 S  hd  t  hd  s  tl  t   
 S  hd  s  hd  t  
 f cc S g
S  hd  s  hd  t  tl  t  
 f Property  g
S  hd  s  t  
end of proof
Denition C For any traces s and t we dene the traceset perms t as
follows
perms t  s if t  
perms t  t if s  
perms t  fr  r 	 permtl  s t  hd  s rg
fr  r 	 perms tl  t  hd  t rg otherwise
Lemma C
cc S 
 s  t   
 S  s   
 S  t   
u v  u v 	 perms t  S  u  S  v  
Proof by induction on jsj! jt j base case jsj! jt j   trivial Also trivial if
s   or t   so assume s   and t  

S  s   
 S  t  
 f Lemma C twice g
S  hd  s  tl  s   
 S  hd  t  tl  t   

S  hd  s  t   
 S  hd  t  hd  s  
 f Induction hypothesis twice g
u v  u v 	 permtl  s t  S  hd  s  u  S  hd  s  v   

u v  u v 	 perms tl  t  S  hd  t  u  S  hd  t  v  
 f cc S  denition perm g




 s  t   
 S  rs   
 S  rt   
u v  u v 	 perms t  S  ru  S  rv  
Proof
cc S 
 s  t   
 S  rs   
 S  rt  
 f Theorem C property  g
cc S  r 
 s  t   
 S  r  s   
 S  r  t  
 f Lemma C g
u v  u v 	 perms t  S  r  u  S  r  v  
 f  g
u v  u v 	 perms t  S  ru  S  rv  
end of proof
Lemma C For z 	 Pairs
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 f Calculus g
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y   





 f Lemma C g
r
 
connect z  r

connect z 
 S  r
 
y   
































y   





 f Properties  connect g
r
 
connect z  r

connect z 
 S  r
 
y   





























connect z  tl  r

connect z







y   
 S  hd  r

  tl  r

  




connect z  r

connect z 
 S  r
 
y   














n  S  hd  r

  tl  r

y   





Lemma C For fully compositional S z 	 Pairs
x   y   
 S connect z   rx   
 S connect z   ry  

S connect z   rxy   
 S connect z   ryx  
Proof
x   y   
 S connect z   rx   
 S connect z   ry  
 f Properties connect g








connect z  r connect z  r  S  r
 
x   
 S  r

y  
 f Lemma C g





connect z  r  S  r
 
x   
 S  r
 
y  
 f cc S g





connect z  r  S  r
 
xy   
 S  r
 
yx  
 f Properties connect g
S connect z   rxy   
 S connect z   ryx  
end of proof
Lemma C
 For fully compositional S z 	 Pairs
x   y   
 S connect z   rx   








	 S connect z   ryx

Proof
x   y   
 S connect z   rx   




	 S connect z   rxy
 f Properties connect g

















connect z  r










 S  r

y  
 f Theorem C g
























 S  r

y  
 f cc S g
























 S  r

xy   
 S  r

yx  
 f Theorem Cr

x for r g
































 S  r

yx  
 f cc S g























 f Properties connect   g
r
 
	 S connect z   ryx
end of proof
With these lemmata the proof of the rst theorem is now trivial
  cc S  z  z 	 Pairs  cc S connect z 
Proof






x   y   
 SkT   rx   
 SkT   ry   
SkT   rxy   
 SkT   ryx  
Proof
x   y   
 SkT   rx   
 SkT   ry  
 f Nonoverlapping alphabets g
x   y  

 S  rx  S    
 S  ry  S   

 T  rx  T    
 T  ry  T   
 f Properties of  g
x   y  

 S  r  S   x  S    
 S  r  S   y  S   

 T  r  T   x  T    
 T  r  T   y  T   
 f Dene S

 S  r  S  x
S





















































































































































 x   
 S






















 y   
 T










 x   
 T

 y   
x  a b 
 S

 a   
 S

 y   
 T





x  a b 
 S







 b   
 T

 y   
y  c d 
 S

 x   
 S







 d   







 c   
 T

 x   
 T

 d   
x  a b 
 y  c d 
 S

 a   
 S





 b   
 T

 d  
We prove the theorem for cases     and  The other cases follow
by symmetry
Proof 
x   y   
 S

 x   
 S





 f Theorem C g
x   y   
 S

 xy   
 S





 f BIG step g
SkT   rxy   
 SkT   ryx  
Proof 
x   y   
 S

 x   
 T

 y  
 f BIG step g
SkT   rxy   
 SkT   ryx  
Proof 
x   y   
 x  a b 
 S

 a   
 S

 y   
 T

 b  
 f Theorem Cy  a g
x   y   
 x  a b 
 S

 ay   
 S

 ya   
 T

 b  
 f BIG step g
SkT   rxy   
 SkT   ryx  
Proof 
x   y   
 x  a b 
 S

 a   
 T

 b   
 T

 y  
 f Theorem C g
x   y   
 x  a b 
 S

 a   
 T

 by   
 T

 yb  
 f BIG step g
SkT   rxy   
 SkT   ryx  
Proof 

x   y   
 x  a b 
 y  c d 
 S

 a   
 S





 b   
 T

 d  
 f Theorem Ctwice g
x   y   
 x  a b 
 y  c d 
 S

 ac   
 S





 bd   
 T

 db  
 f BIG step g
SkT   rxy   





x y   
 r
 
	 SkT rxy 
 SkT ryx    r
 




	 SkT   rxy 
 SkT   ryx  
 f Disjunct alphabets dene r
S


























































































 f Properties k g
r
 
	 SkT   ryx
end of proof
These lemmata enable us to prove the second theorem
  cc S 
 cc T  cc SkT 
Proof
Immediate from previous two lemmata
end of proof
  pr  S 
 pr  T  pr  S  T 
Proof by contraposition

pr  S  T 




































































































 f Denition pr calculus g
pr  S  pr  T
end of proof
  pr  S 
 pr  T  pr  SkT 
Proof by contraposition
pr  SkT 

















































































































































 f Disjoint alphabets hidden inductive argument g




 pr  S 
 cc T 
x  y 
 rxr
 
	 S  T  
 ryr

	 S  T  S  T   rxy   




x  y 
 rxr
 
	 S  T  
 ryr

	 S  T 
 f Denition  g


































 f Calculuscases g















































 f Calculus g






































 ry  rx  r
 S



















 f pr  S g
































  rx  r
 S































	 S  T  r

x   
 T  r

y   
S  rx   
 S  ry  













	 S  T  r

xy   
 T  r

yx   
S  rxy   
 S  ryx  
 f  g
S  T   rxy   




 pr  S 
 cc T 
x  y 
 rxyr
 
	 S  T  
 ryxr

	 S  T   ryxr
 




S  T 

Proof
x  y 
 rxyr
 
	 S  T  
 ryxr

	 S  T 
 f Cases g
























 rx  r
 S
 rx  r
 S




 ry  r
S


















 f Calculus g



























































































 f pr  S g








































































 f pr  S 
 cc S g


































































































































































































 f  g
rxyr

	 S  T  
 ryxr
 
	 S  T 
end of proof
  cc S 
 pr  S 
 cc T  cc S  T 
Proof
Immediate from previous two lemmata
end of proof
  pr  S 
 cc S  z  pr  S connect z 
Proof by contraposition
By induction on jsj
Base case jsj   hence s  
rs 	 S 
 rt 	 S 
 rs  rt 
 rs connect z   rt connect z  
 s  
 f Substitute  for s g
r 	 S 
 rt 	 S 
 r  rt
 f Calculus g
r 	 S 
 rt 	 S 
 r  rt




rs 	 S 
 rt 	 S 
 rs  rt 
 rs connect z   rt connect z 
 f cases g
rs 	 S 
 rt 	 S 
 rs  rt 
 rs connect z   rt connect z 

 hd  s  z 
 hd  t  z   hd  s  z 
 hd  t  z   hd  s  z 
 hd  t  z 
 f cases g
rs 	 S 
 rt 	 S 
 rs  rt 








 s  zs




















































 s  hd  s s







 f Ind hyp rst case lemma C other two g
rs 	 S 
 rt 	 S 
 rs  rt 












 t  hd  t t











 s  hd  s s





















s  hd  t s








































s  hd  s s
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Proofs for Section 
  S w S
Proof
S w S
 f Denition g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 S  S  T 
 f Choose T equal to S g
true
end of proof
  R w S 
 S w T  R w T
Proof
R w S 
 S w T
 f Denition w g
R  R 	 R  S  S 	 S  R  S  

S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T 
 f Calculus g
R  R 	 R  S T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  R  S 
 S  T 
 f Calculus transitivity set inclusion g
R  R 	 R  T  T 	 T  R  T 




  S w T 
 T w S 
S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   S 	 T  

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   T 	 S
Proof
S w T 
 T w S
 f Denition g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T  

T  T 	 T  S  S 	 S  T  S 
 f Duplicate add conjunct equivalent to true then split g
S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   T  T 	 T  S  T  

S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   T  T 	 T  S  T  

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   S  S 	 S  T  S  

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   S  S 	 S  T  S  

S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T  

T  T 	 T  S  S 	 S  T  S 
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S 
 T S  T 	 T 
 S 	 S  S  T 
 T  S 

S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   T  T 	 T  S  T  

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T 
 S T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  T  S  

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   S  S 	 S  T  S 
 f Assume if there exists one there exists a smallest g
S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   S 	 T  

S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S 

S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S  S  S   T  T 	 T  S  T  

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   T 	 S 

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T 

T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T  T  T   S  S 	 S  T  S 
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   S 	 T  

S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S 
 S 	 T  S  S  S  S 
 T  T 	 T  S  T  


T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   T 	 S 

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T 
 T 	 S  T  T  T  T 
 S  S 	 S  T  S 
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   S 	 T  

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   T 	 S
end of proof
  S  S
Proof
S  S
 f Denition  g
S w S 
 S w S
 f Re
exivity of w g
true
end of proof
  S  T   T  S
Proof
S  T
 f Denition  g
S w T 
 T w S
 f Symmetry of 
  denition  g
T  S
end of proof
  R  S 
 S  T  R  T
Proof

R  S 
 S  T
 f Denition  g
R w S 
 S w T 
 T w S 
 S w R
 f Transitivity w g
R w T 
 T w R





fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg
Proof
S w fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg
 f Denition w g
S  S 	 S 
S  S 	 fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg 
S  S
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S 
S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S  S  S
 f Shunting g
S  S 	 S 
S  S 	 S  S  S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S 
S  S 	 S  S  S  S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S
 f Second term independent of S g
S  S 	 S  S  S 	 S  S  S 
S  S 	 S  S  S 	 S  S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S
 f Calculus rst disjunct is false shunting g
S  fg  S  S 	 S  S  S 	 S  S  S 
 S  S
 f Calculus g





fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg w S
 f Denition w g
S  S 	 fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg 
S  S 	 S  S  S
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 fS  S 	 S  Sg  S  S 	 S  S  S
 f Calculus denition w g
S w S
 f Theorem  g
true
end of proof
  S  T 

fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg

fT  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   Tg
Proof
We rst prove 
S 	 fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg 
 S  T
 f Calculus denition w g
S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S 

S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T 

T  T 	 T  S  S 	 S  T  S
 f Choose S for S g
S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S 

T  T 	 T  S  T 

T  T 	 T  S  S 	 S  T  S
 f If there exists one there exists a smallest g

S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S 

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T  T  T  T  T  S  T 

T  T 	 T  S  S 	 S  T  S
 f Use last conjunct choose T for T g
S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S 

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T  T  T  T  T 
S  T 
 S  S 	 S  T  S
 f Calculus g
S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S 

TS  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T  T  T  T  T 
S  T 
 T  S
 f Use second conjunct g
S 	 S 

TS  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T  T  T  T  T 
S  T 
 T  S
 f Set inclusion is antisymmetric g
S 	 S 

T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T  T  T  T  T  S  T
 f Calculus g
S 	 fT  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T  T  T  T  T  Tg
The other half of the proof for  follows by symmetry
Proof of 
S w T
 f Denition w g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T 
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S 
T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   S  T 
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S  
T  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   S  T 
 f Calculus g
fS  S 	 S 
 S  S 	 S 
 S  S  S  S   Sg
 fT  T 	 T 
 T  T 	 T 
 T  T  T  T   Tg
T w S follows by symmetry

end of proof
  S  uS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffsgg
Proof
uS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Denition t g
uS  S 	 S  fs  s 	 S  fsgg
 f Calculus g
uS  S 	 S  fSg
 f Denition u g
S  S 	 S  fSg
 f Calculus g
S
end of proof
  ST  S w S u T 
Proof
S w S u T
 f Denition wu g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 S  T  S  T 
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 S  T  S  T 
 f Choose S for T g
true
end of proof
  RST  S w R 
 T w R  S u T w R
Proof

S w R 
 T w R
 f Denition w g
S  S 	 S  R  R 	 R  S  R 

T  T 	 T  R  R 	 R  T  R
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  T  R  R 	 R  S  R
 f Denition u g
S  S 	 S u T  R  R 	 R  S  R
 f Denition w g
S u T  w R
end of proof
  ST  S t T w S
Proof
S t T w S
 f Denition wu g


















	 S  S  S


 f Calculus g
S T  S 	 S 




	 S  T  S  T  S







  RST  R w S 
 R w T  R w S t T 
Proof
R w S 
 R w T
 f Denition wCalculus g
R  R 	 R  S  S 	 S  R  S  

R  R 	 R  T  T 	 T  R  T 
 f Calculus g

R  R 	 R  S T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  R  S 
 R  T 
 f Calculus g
R  R 	 R  S T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  R  S  T 
 f Calculus g




	 fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  Tg  R  S


 f Denition wt g
R w S t T 
end of proof
  S u S  S 
 S t S  S
Proof
S u S
 f Denition u g
S  S
 f Calculus g
S
S t S
 f Denition t g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 S  S  Tg
 f S  T  S  T  S  theorem  g
fS  S 	 S  Sg
 f Calculus g
S
end of proof
  S u T  T u S 




 f Denition u g
S  T
 f Symmetry set union g
T  S
 f Denition u g
T u S
S t T
 f Denition t g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  Tg
 f Symmetry set union quantication g
fT S  T 	 T 
 S 	 S  T  Sg
 f Denition t g
T t S
end of proof
  S t T  tR  S t T t R
Proof
S t T  tR
 f Denition t twice g





 T 	 T  S

 Tg 
 R 	 R  S  Rg
 f Calculus renaming dummy S

to S g
fS T R  S 	 S 
 T 	 T 
 R 	 R  S  T  Rg
 f Symmetry associativity of set union g
S t T t R
end of proof
  S t S u T   S 
 S u S t T   S
Proof
S t S u T  w S follows from theorem 
S w S u S t T  follows from theorem 
We prove the two other directions
S w S t S u T 
 f Denition wtu g
S  S 	 S 
T  T 	 fST  S 	 S 
 T 	 S  T   S  Tg  S  T 
 f Calculus g

S  S 	 S 
ST  S 	 S 
 T 	 S  T 	 T   S  S  T
 f Choose ST equal to S g
S  S 	 S  S  S  S 
 f Calculus g
true
S u S t T  w S
 f Denition wtu g
S  S 	 S  fST  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  Tg 
S  S 	 S  S  S
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  S  S 	 S  S  S 

S  S 	 fST  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  Tg 
S  S 	 S  S  S
 f Choose S equal to S in rst conjunct g
S  S 	 S  S  S  

ST  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  S 	 S  S  T  S
 f Choose S equal to S g
true
end of proof
  S  S u T   T w S  S t T  T 
Proof
S  S u T
 f Denition  g
S w S u T  
 S u T w S
 f Theorem  denition wu g
true 
 S  S 	 S  T  S  S 	 S  S  S
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  S  S 	 S  S  S 

T  T 	 T  S  S 	 S  T  S
 f First conjunct true denition w g
T w S

S t T  T
 f Denition  g
S t T w T  
 T w S t T 
 f Theorem  denition wt g
true 
 T  T 	 T  ST  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  T  S  T
 f Choose T for T calculus g
T  T 	 T  S  S 	 S  T  S
 f Denition w g
T w S
end of proof
  S  fg w S
Proof
fg w S
 f Denition w g
T  T 	 fg  S  S 	 S  T  S 
 f Empty range g
true
end of proof
  S  S w ffgg
Proof
S w ffgg
 f Denition w g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 ffgg  S  T 
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  S  fg




  Proof of distributivity 
Proof
S u T t R
 f Denition u g
S  T t R
 f S t S  SS u S t T   S g
S t S  S t T   S tR  T t R
 f Denition t g
fT R  T 	 S 
 R 	 S  T  Rg  fT R  T 	 T 
 R 	 S  T  Rg
fT R  T 	 S 
 R 	 R  T  Rg  fT R  T 	 T 
 R 	 R  T  Rg
 f Calculus g
fT R  T 	 S  T 
 R 	 S R  T  Rg
 f Denition tu g
S u T  t S uR
S t T u R
 f Denition u g
S t T  R
 f Denition t g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 S R  S  Tg
 f Calculus g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  Tg  fS R  S 	 S 
 R 	 R  S  Rg
 f Denition tu g




Proofs for Section 
  S w T  S u R w T u R
Proof
S u R w T u R
 f Denition w g
S  S 	 S uR  T  T 	 T u R  S w T 
 f Denition u g
S  S 	 S R  T  T 	 T  R  S w T 
 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T 
 f Denition w g
S w T
end of proof
  S w T  S tR w T t R
Proof
S t R w T t R
 f Denitions wt g





 R 	 R  S

 Rg 





 R 	 R  T

 Rg  S  T 
 f Calculus g

S R  S 	 S 
 R 	 R 
T R






 S  R  T  R


 f Calculus g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T 
 f Denition w g
S w T
end of proof
  S w T  SkR w T kR
Proof
SkR w T kR
 f Denitions w k g





 R 	 R  S

kRg 





 R 	 R  T

kRg  S  T 
 f Calculus g
S R  S 	 S 
 R 	 R  T R






 SkR  TkR


 f Monotonicity k on tracesets g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T 
 f Denition w g
S w T
end of proof
  R w S 
 T w U  R T w S U
Proof
R T w S U
 f Denition w g
R  R 	 R T  S  S 	 S U  R  S 
 f Denition  g




	 R  tr  r 	 R

 uT 	 T  tt 	 T  ffrtgg 




	 S  ts  s 	 S  uU 	 U  tu 	 U  ffsugg
 f g

R  R 	 R  S  S 	 S  R  S  

T  T 	 T  T  T 	 T  T  U 
 f Denition w g
R w S 
 T w U
end of proof
  S w T  S connect X w T connect X
Proof
S connect X w T connect X
 f Denition w g
S  S 	 S connect X  T  T 	 T connect X  S  T 
 f Monotonicity connect on tracesets g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 T  S  T 
 f Denition w g
S w T
end of proof
  magic u T  T
Proof
magic u T
 f Denitions magic u g
fg  T
 f Calculus g
T
end of proof




 f Denition u g
ffgg  T
 f Process equiv to set of minimal elements thm  g
ffgg
end of proof
  T u S  S u T
Proof Set union is commutative end of proof
  Ru S u T  Ru S u T 
Proof Set union is associative end of proof
  demon t S  S
Proof
demon t S
 f Denitions tdemon g
fT S  T 	 ffgg 
 S 	 S  S  Tg
 f Calculus g
fS  S 	 S  S  fgg
 f Calculus g
fS  S 	 S  Sg
 f Calculus g
S
end of proof




 f Denition tmagic g
fT S  T 	 fg 
 S 	 S  T  Sg
 f Calculus g
fg
 f Denition magic g
magic
end of proof
  T t S  S t T
Proof
Immediate from the symmetry of the denition and commutativity of set
union
end of proof
  Rt S t T  Rt S t T 
Proof
Rt S t T
 f Denition t twice g
fS T  S 	 fRS

 R 	 R 
 S

	 S  R  S

g 
 T 	 T  S  Tg
 f Calculus renaming dummy S

to S g
fRS T  R 	 R 
 S 	 S 
 T 	 T  R  S  Tg
 f Symmetry associativity of set union g
R t S t T 
end of proof
  skip kS  S  Skskip
Proof left unit element

ffggkT
 f Denition g
fS T  S 	 ffggT 	 T  SkTg
 f Calculus g
fT  T 	 T  fgkT g
 f Theorem  g
fT  T 	 T  Tg
 f Calculus g
T
end of proof
  magic kS  magic
Proof left zero element
magic kT
 f Denitions magic  k g
fS T  S 	 fg 
 T 	 T  SkTg
 f Calculus g
fg
 f Denition magic g
magic
end of proof
  T kS  SkT
Proof
Immediate from Denition  and theorem 
end of proof




 f Denition g
fRS  R 	 RS 	 S  RkSgkT
 f Denition g
fP T  P 	 fRS  R 	 RS 	 S  RkSgT 	 T  PkTg
 f Calculus g
fRS T  R 	 RS 	 ST 	 T  RkS kTg
 f Symmetry Theorem  g
RkSkT 
end of proof
  skip  S  S  S  skip
Proof left unit element
skip  T
 f Denitions skip   g
uS  S 	 ffgg  ts  s 	 S 
uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  ffstgg
 f Calculus g
uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  fftgg
 f t  t g
uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  fftgg
 f Theorem  g
T
end of proof
  demon  S  demon
Proof left zero element
demon  T
 f Denitions demon   g
uS  S 	 ff gg  ts  s 	 S 
uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  ffstgg

 f Calculus g
ts  s 	 fg  uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  ffstgg
 f t over empty range is demon g
demon
end of proof
  magic  S  magic
Proof left zero element
magic  T
 f Denitions magic   g
uS  S 	 fg  ts  s 	 S 
uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  ffstgg
 f u over empty range is magic g
magic
end of proof
Lemma E  ffsgg T  uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  ffstgg
Proof
ffsgg T
 f Denition  g
uS  S 	 ffsgg  tr  r 	 S  uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  ffrtgg
 f Calculus g
uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  ffstgg
end of proof




 f Denition t  g
uR  R 	 fRS  R 	 R 
 S 	 S  R  Sg  tr  r 	 R  ffrgg T 
 f Calculus g
uRS  R 	 R 
 S 	 S  tr  r 	 R  S  ffrgg T 
 f Denition  g
uRS  R 	 R 
 S 	 S  tr  r 	 R  ffrgg T  t tr  r 	 S  ffrgg T 
 f Denition  g
uRS  R 	 R 
 S 	 S  fRg T t fSg T 
 f Distributivity g
uR  R 	 R  fRg T  t uS  S 	 S  fSg T 
 f Denition  g
R T  t S T 
end of proof
  Ru S T   R T  u S T 
Proof
Ru S T
 f Denition  u lemma E g
uR  R 	 R  S  tr  r 	 R  ffrgg T 
 f Calculus g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  ffrgg T 
u u S  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffsgg T 
 f Denition  u g
R T  u S T 
end of proof
  T  S R  T  S R
Proof

R S T 
 f Denition   lemma E g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  ffrgg S T 
 f Denition  g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  ffrgg u S  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffsgg T 
 f Denition   lemma E g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  uS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffrgg ffsgg T 
 f Denition   associativity of concatenation g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  uS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffrgg ffsgg T 
 f Left distribution of  over t g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  uS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffrgg ffsgg T 
 f Denition  g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  uS  S 	 S  ffrgg fSg T 
 f Left distribution of  over u g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  uS  S 	 S  ffrgg fSg T 
 f Denition  g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  ffrgg S T 
 f Left distribution of  over t g
uR  R 	 R  tr  r 	 R  ffrgg S T 
 f Denition  g
uR  R 	 R  fRg S T 
 f Left distribution of  over u g
uR  R 	 R  fRg S T
 f Denition  g
R S T
end of proof
  X   Y    
S connect X  connect Y  S connect X  Y 
Proof
S connect X  connect Y
 f Denition connect g
fS  S 	 S  S connect X g connect Y






	 fS  S 	 S  S connect X g  S

connect Y g
 f Calculus g
fS  S 	 S  S connect X  connect Y g
 f Theorem  g
fS  S 	 S  S connect X  Y g
 f Denition connect g
S connect X  Y 
end of proof
  S T  connect X  S connect X  T connect X 
Proof
S T  connect X
 f Denition connect g
fR  R 	 S T   R connect X g
 f Denition  g
fR  R 	 fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  Tg  R connect X g
 f Calculus g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  T  connect X g
 f Theorem  g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S connect X  T connect X g
 f Denition connect  twice g
S connect X  T connect X 
end of proof
  S t T  connect X  S connect X  T connect X 
Proof
S t T  connect X
 f Denition connect g
fR  R 	 S t T   R connect X g
 f Denition t g
fR  R 	 fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  Tg  R connect X g

 f Calculus g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S  T  connect X g
 f Theorem  g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S connect X   T connect X g
 f Two steps g
S connect X  t T connect X 
end of proof
  S u T  connect X  S connect X  u T connect X 
Proof
S u T  connect X
 f Denition connect g
fR  R 	 S  T   R connect X g
 f Denition u g
fR  R 	 S  R connect X g  fR  R 	 T  R connect X g
 f Denition u g
S connect X  u T connect X 
end of proof
  X   S   
 X   T    
SkT  connect X  S connect X kT connect X 
Proof
SkT  connect X
 f Denition connect g
fR  R 	 SkT   R connect X g
 f Denition k g
fR  R 	 fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  SkTg  R connect X g
 f Calculus g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  SkT  connect X g
 f Theorem  g
fS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  S connect X kT connect X g
 f Two steps g
S connect X kT connect X 

end of proof












































































































































































Proofs for Section 













w f Monotonicity of t and  S w T g





 f Previous proof g
S
 
w ffgg altT  S
 

 f Calculus g
S
 
	 fR  R w ffgg altT  Rg
 f Lattice properties g
S
 
w uR  R w ffgg altT  R  R
 f Knaster	Tarski g
S
 


























 f Property of
 
g
ffgg t S S
 
kffgg t T  T
 

 f Denition t g
fSS  S 	 ffgg 
 S 	 S S
 
  S  Sgk
fTT  T 	 ffgg 
 T 	 T  T
 
  T  Tg
 f Calculus g
fS  S 	 S S
 
  fg  Sgk
fT  T 	 T  T
 
  fg  Tg
 f Denition  g
fSS  S 	 S 
 S 	 S
 
 fg  S Sgk
fTT  T 	 T 
 T 	 T
 
 fg  T Tg
 f Denition k g
fSSTT  S 	 S 
 S 	 S
 

 T 	 T 
 T 	 T
 

fg  S Skfg  T Tg
w f Lemma g
fSSTT  S 	 S 
 S 	 S
 

 T 	 T 
 T 	 T
 

fg  SkT SkTg
 f Denitions t and  g












 	 fR  R w ffgg t SkT  Rg





 w uR  R w ffgg t SkT  R  R



















Proofs for Section 
  Dualmagic   demon
Proof
Dualmagic 
 f Denition Dual magic g
tS  S 	 fg  us  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f t over empty set is demon g
demon
end of proof
  Dualdemon  magic
Proof
Dualdemon 
 f Denition Dualdemon g
tS  S 	 ffgg  us  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Calculus u over empty set is magic g
magic
end of proof




 f Denition Dualpick g
tS  S 	 fft  t 	 Traces  tgg  us  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Calculus g
us  s 	 Traces  ffsgg
 f Denition chaos g
chaos
end of proof
  Dualchaos   pick
Proof
Dualchaos 
 f Denition Dual chaos g
tS  S 	 ft  t 	 Traces  ftgg  us  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Calculus g
tt  t 	 Traces  fftgg
 f Denition pick g
pick
end of proof
  Dualskip   skip
Proof See next proof end of proof
  Dualffsgg  ffsgg
Proof
Dualffsgg
 f Denition Dual g




	 S  ffs

gg




  DualS u T   DualS tDualT 
Proof
DualS u T 
 f Denition Dualu g
tS  S 	 S  T   us  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Calculus g
tS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  ffsggt
tS  S 	 T  us  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Denition Dual g
DualS t DualT 
end of proof
  DualS t T   DualS uDualT 
Proof
DualS t T 
 f Denition Dualt g





 T 	 T  S

 Tg  us  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Calculus g
tS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  us  s 	 S  T   ffsgg
 f Calculus g
tS T  S 	 S 
 T 	 T  us  s 	 S  ffsgg u ut  t 	 T  fftgg
 f Calculus Generalized De Morgan g
tS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  ffsgg u tT  T 	 T  ut  t 	 T  fftgg
 f Denition Dual g
DualS u DualT 
end of proof




 f Theorem  g
DualDualuS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Theorem  g
DualuS  S 	 S  Dualts  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Theorem  g
DualtS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  Dualffsgg
 f Theoren  g
DualtS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Theorem  g
uS  S 	 S  Dualus  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Theorem  g
uS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  Dualffsgg
 f Theorem  g
uS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Theorem  g
S
end of proof
  S w Dual T   T w Dual S
Proof
S w DualT 
 f Denition w g
S  S 	 S  T  T 	 Dual T   S  T 
 f Denition Dual g
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
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  S  T 
 f Calculus g
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
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 S  T  true
 f Ping pong argument g




	 T  t  t 	 T

 t 	 S   true
 f Calculus g




	 T  t  t 	 T

 t 	 S 
 f Calculus g
S T

 S 	 S 
 T

	 T  t  t 	 T


 t 	 S 

 f Symmetry g
T w DualS
end of proof
  Dual S w T  Dual T  w S
Proof
DualS w T
 f Denition w g
S  S 	 Dual S  T  T 	 T  S  T 
 f Big step g
S  S 	 Dual S  T

 T  T 	 T

 t  t 	 T

 t 	 T 
 t  t 	 T

 t 	 S 
 f Denition Dual g
S T

 S 	 Dual S 
 T

	 DualT   t  t 	 T


 t 	 S 
 f Symmetry g
DualT  w S
end of proof
  DualS  DualS
Proof
The following two properties are direct consequences of the fact that Dual
is a Galois connection
DualS u T   DualS tDual T 
DualS t T   DualS uDual T 
We also have
Dualffsgg
 f Denition Dual g
fT  S  S 	 ffsgg  t  t 	 S  t 	 T   Tg
 f Calculus g
fT  t  t 	 T  t 	 ffsgg  Tg
 f Theorem  g
ffsgg

These three properties dene Dual up to process equivalence as the fol	
lowing calculation shows
DualS
 f Theorem  g
DualuS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Use the three properties g
tS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  ffsgg
 f Denition Dual g
DualS
end of proof
  S w T  DualT  w DualS
Proof
Take DualS for S in Theorem  and use Theorem 
end of proof
  S  T  DualS  DualT 
Proof Immediate from above end of proof
  DualS T   DualS DualT 
Proof
DualS T 
 f Denition  g
DualuS  S 	 S  ts  s 	 S  uT  T 	 T  tt  t 	 T  ffstgg
 f Dual over ut g
tS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  tT  T 	 T  ut  t 	 T  Dualffstgg
 f Dualffsgg  ffsgg g
tS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  tT  T 	 T  ut  t 	 T  ffstgg
 f Left distribution of ut over  g
tS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  ffsgg t T  T 	 T  ut  t 	 T  fftgg

 f Denition Dual g
tS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  ffsgg DualT 
 f Left distribution of ut over  g
tS  S 	 S  us  s 	 S  ffsgg DualT 











 f Denition S
 
g
DualT  T  skip t S T  T 
 f t and  are monotonic hence xed points form complete lattice g
DualuT  T  skip t S T  T 
 f Dual over u g
tT  T  skip t S T  DualT 
 f Calculus g
tT  T  skip t S T  Dualskip t S T 
 f Dual over t   Dualskip   skip g
tT  T  skip t S T  skip uDualS DualT 
 f Theorem  g
tT  DualT  skip uDualS DualT   skip uDualS DualT 
 f Calculus g
tT  T  skip uDual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 T  T 
 f DEM and  are monotonic hence xed points form complete lattice g
T  T  skip uDualS T  T 











Proof Immediate from previous theorem and Theorem  end of proof
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 f Property of connect g
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 primed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  skip 
 f Calculus g
skip
end of proof
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The theorem then follows from a calculation similar to the one for the
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